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Gekas . says 'happy trails 
to you,' but· ·no snowmobiles 
By Hannah Leavitt--------.,.----------------------

Colin Fletcher, the forty ish 
perfect spiritual master of 
America's hiking and 
backpacking community, tells all 
in ''The Complete Walker." He 
teaches how to treat the 
woods and yourself, how to 
handle an air-drop of supplies, as 
well as the more ordinary 
problems of poisonous snakes 
and sweaty socks. The book is 
an important reference tool for 
hikers, a "Bible" in the opinion 
of "Field llnd Stream." 

This Satguru of the outdoors 
a~umes, however, what Rep. 
George Gel<as tR-Dauphin) does 
not: availilble open space. As a 
legislat,ve companion piece to 
''The Complete Walker," Gekas 
has proposed two bills to ensure 
the Pennsylvania rjker a 
wilderness. 

House Bills 189 and 190 
would create three types of trails 
in Pennsylvania : scenic, 
recreational and eonnecting. All · 
trails would be closed to motor 
vehicles, although bicycles and 
horses would be permitted on 
the recreational trails. The idea 
is to protect the trails we have 
now , starting with the 
Appalachian Trail, and create 
new ones which will bring green 
space to urban areas. 

It is hard to believe such bills 
have opposition in the 
Legislature. What politician, 

after all, is opposed to more find a better spot than the 
green space. But there is Appalachian Trail," Earl 
opposition, at least potential complained. Other competitors 
opposition, from two factions. with nature on the trail include a 
We'll call these 1] the vulgar nuclear power plant in 
snowmobilers and 2] the budget Tennessee, and ·miles of housing 
axers. More on these later. development in New Jersey. 

The Commonwealth's Shaffer is skeptical about 
interlocking trails system will be government control of the trails 
a mini-version of the national system, particularly the federal 
system legislated by the National Maine to California trail. "The 
Scenic Trails Act, ,which will Western conservationists in the 
institute a trail from' Maine to Department of the Interior will 
California. "Eventually," plan a trail for a pack horse. 
explains Gekas, "I want in my Those cowboys would rather 
own state to be able to walk ride 100 feet than walk," he 
from Erie to Philadelphia." complained. (Not so different, it 

Living · in the wide open seem~ from the suburbanite 
spaces of Central Pennsylvania who drives three blocks for a 
may have lulled many of _Mr. pack of cigarettes. It makes you 
Gekas's constituents mto wonder what innocent planned 
COmplacency about urban I the "I'd walk a mile for a 
sprawl. After all, you can see the Camel" campaign). For the 
mountains from the Capitol horses sake, Earl says there is 
steps. But urban sprawl is talk of planning a trail that has 
becoming_ a genui~e .threa~ to the no steep grades or turns, but is 
Appalachian Trad m this state straight, long and boring. 
and elsewhere.. . Earl planned 60 miles of the 

Pennsylvama natur~hst Earl Appalachian Trail in this area of 
Shaffer has · personally Pennsylvania, including the 
e x ~ e r i.e n .c e d t h e popular Hawk Rock on Cove 
de -wllderm zatlon of the Mountain. His trail leads the 
Appalachian Trial, since he has hiker over rocky areas. "A rocky 
hiked it from M.aine to Georgia, trail keeps out the snowmobilers 
then back. and trail bikers. It is also less 

"Whenever. they ha~ to put destructable; the problem of 
up a power lme, a radio tower erosion is non-existent " he 
and even those airplane sign~! explained. The rough trail, is also 
towers, of course they couldn t more exciting for its challenge. 

I 

20 Cents 

REP. GEORGE GEKAS sees a day when he can walk from 
· Erie to Phi ladelphia without seeing a motor vehicle. Now 
he's trying to pass a bi ll before they turn the Appalachian 
Trai I into a super-highway. photo by Hoeh 

The cowboys of the West 
may find an equivalent here in 
Pennsylvania. Earl fears that the 
snowmobilers may make 
demands for graded, passable 
trails that allow motor vehicles. 
To do this, they will have to 
water down the Gekas bill. 

Now shall/ walk 
Or shall I ride? 
"Ride" pleasure said; 

'Walk," joy replied. 
- W. H. Davies 

This ante- snowmobile poem 
could be updated with: 

State ups quaaludes; now . ' 1t-s a felony 

"Putt - Putt, said stupidity." 
Already in the first committee 
hearing for House Bills 189 & 
190, the rights of snowmobilers 
were raised. Rep. Russell· 
Letterman (D- C entre) will not 
support the bills. ''The 
snowmobilers say they pay state 
taxes and are being 
discriminated against. This is a 
complex situation. A bill like 
this will cause trouble." 

Possession with the intention 
of selling the drug 
methaqualone, known on the 
street as quaalude or soper' is 
now a felony in Pennsylvania, 
subject to maximum penalties of 
$15,000 or five years in prison, 
or both. 

By order of J. Finton Speller, 
M.D., state Secretary of Health, 
methaqualone has been placed 
under Schedule Two of the state 
Controlled Substance, Drug, 
Device and Cosmetic Act. 
Possession with intent to sell the 
drug was formerly a 
misdemeanor. 

Methaqualon e is a 
non-barbiturate sedative that has 
gained huge popularity among 
drug users over the past year. 
Sold in the form of orange 
capsules or white tablets under 
the brand names Quaalude, 
Soper and Somnafac, the drug 
was once believed to be 

non-addictive and free from side 
effects. 

It has been learned, however, 
that methaqualone is highly 
addictive. "Cold-turkey" 
withdrawal - done without 
medical supervision and the 
substitution of a non-addicting 
drug- can cause convulsions and 
death. 

The placing of methaqualone 
under Schedule Two restrictions 
follows recommendations to 
that effect. released recently by 
the Nataional Commissio!l on 
Marijuana and Drug Abuse, 
chaired by former Pennsylvania 
Governor Raymond P. Shafer. 

Although it is now a felony 
for street pushers to distribute 
methaqualone, corporations 
which manufacture and 
distribute the drug remain free 
from constraints. One of the 
largest manufacturers of 
methaqualone is Arnar-Stone, a 

company located near 
Philadelphia. 

Both the Federal Bureau of 
Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs 
and the Food and Drug 
Administration ha ve 
recommended that 
methaqualone be elevated to 
Schedule-Two on a Federal level, 
thus enabling the government to 
regulate the output of drug 
companies. 

H o wever, the Justice 
Department has not yet taken 
such action. 

A S e nate committee 
investigating methaqualone 
req.!!_ested testimony several 
weeks ago from executives of 
drug companies that produce 
quaaludes, but the executives 
refused to attend the hearing. 

State Hea lth Secretary 
Speller, in his order making 
methaqualone distribution a 
felony, stated, "I have placed 

this drug under strict statewide 
control1 with the concurrence of 
the Drug, Device and Cosmetic 
Board, because a significant 
number of people, especially our 
youth, have been abusing 
methaqualone excessively 
leading to severe psychological 
or physical dependence. 

"This severe restriction is 
necessary because this drug has a 
high potential for abuse, and, 
therefore, my action will help 
protect the health of the citizens 
of the Commonwealth. 

It is too early to gauge what 
effect Speller's action will have 
on the availability 6f quaalude. 
Sources close to the street drug 
scene in Harrisburg have 
indicated that for the past 
several months, methaqualone 
has been one of the easiest drugs 
to obtain. 

· Trouble for whom? The 
snowmobile can be a pastime 
only for the relatively affluent. 
One snowmobile costs at least 
$800, and to cart them around, 
you will need a trailer for your 
car or truck. Hiking requires 
only sturdy walking shoes. 
Equipment can get fancy and 
expensive, but all it does is 
extend' the ·hiker's season 

through the winter. In the 
summer, a tent and even a 
backpack can be improvised (See 
Colin Fletcher). Anyone on the 
economic ladder can hike . 

Because of the harm they do 
to wilderness flora and fauna, 
snowmobiles are already 
restricted , not that the 
restrictions are respected. Even 
if you can get a snowmobile in 
the wilderness despite the rough 
terrain and dense growth of 
trees, it is an inferior way to 

continued on page 8 
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Is An Unwanted Pregnancy 
·,, TORMENTING ·YOU? 
~ "_ " 7 ~M. CALL 11 _,..M. 

(215) 671-1300 

AIORTION INFORMATION BUREAU 
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION 

Even If It's Just To Talk Safe-Leqal . ·. 

·············~·····················l : · ELECT . · · . · ~ 
~ . ~ 

~ . ~ 

~ DAVEWADE ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

~ MAYOR t 
~ ~ 

~ HELP BY GIVING SOME OF YOUR TIME . : 

: VOLUNTEERS TO ELECT WADE : 
~ P.O. BOX 1935 ~ 
: HARRISBURG·, PA. 17105 : 
~ ~ 
~ 233-7715 233-7839 233-7564 ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 

: Volunteers Needed Now .~ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I 

s-·········································: I ···HELP WANTED... I 
• • • • 

i Stalk i • • 

i &Bl'BW i 
: OPENING SOOi'~ IN I 
: HARRISBURG : 
: WE SEEK THE FOLLOWING: : • • : • Waitresses. ' : • • I • Waiters I 
I • Cashiers I • • : • Hostesses : • • • • • • Broiler Cooks • : ! 
! • Pantry Men 1 
• • I .Bus Boys : 
• • : · • Bartenders : : I : • Dishwashers : : . 
: • Porte~s r : : .. 
• Interviews Will 3e Held • • • 
: *****MON- FRI ****** : 

I in Union Deposit Mall, Harrisburg I • • : East Park Drive at Union Deposit Road : 

• • • • e An Equal Opportunity Employer : 

• • • In Cherry Hill, N.J., Pennsauken, N.J. • • • • King of Pruuia, Cheltenham • • • I Bethesda, Md., and other Locations e • • • 

In the Public Interest 

The latest POISOn 
• 

meat 
By Ralph Nader------------

wAsmNGToN --The .consumer of meat and county. Further government tests found HCB at 
poultry is COJ!fronted with rising contamination "violative" levels in meat products imported from 

.levels as well as rising prices. In recent years, Germany, Spain, Yugoslavia, Poland and Argentina 
Congress, scientists and regulatory agencies have in 1972. 
sounded public alarm over intolerable residues of 4. Within the last five months, USDA officials 
filth, DES, PCB, pesticides, antibiotics, coloring found seve!al instances where domestic animals 
additives a·nd other harmful matter to human heading for market contined HCB above the level 
health. Some action has been taken on some of of alarm. These discoveries were made in Texas, 

. these contaminants but more are being Louisiana, Arizona and California. Animals were 
"discovenid" every year: condemned or quarantined by USDA in Texas and 

The latest food peril is the detected presence of Louisiana. The source of the HCBs were believed 
hexachlorobenzene (HCB) in the domestic meat to be from feed grains or industrial pollution. . 
and poultry supply of the country during the last 5. HCB is · concentrated in the fat and liver 
six months of 1912. In a confidential tissues of animals and humans where this toxic 
memorandum dated -Fedruary 26, 1973, John E. compound has been located. Laboratory animals 
~paulding of~the..U:.~.J?eP.artment of Agriculture's (ed test amounts of HCB displayed serious skin 
Meat and Poultry ' Inspection Program, · eruptions, liver degeneration or fatal illness within 
recommended to his superior T. R. Murtishaw' a few days. . . . 
Acting Director of Scientific Services, that a Spaulding reported that no . long term 
concentrated search and evaluation be made of toxicological studies have been undertaken. He 
HCB's disease in:tpacf by USDA, the Food and urged more testing. of meat and poultry products 
Drug Administration and the Environmental as well as tolerance levels as a protection to the 
Protection Agenc·y. ·.. consumer. He emphasized the need for a 

Spaulding set fo~th the following basis for preventive policy as well, writing that there is a 
. urging such a comprehensive move: "need to evaluate the present usage of HCB as a 

I . As a chemical compound, HCB "has all the fungicide and closer oontrols placed on industrial 
required chemical properties, industrial production products and wastes containing HCB to minimize 
and agricultural use patterns to make it a major · environmental contamination." 
environmental contamitiant and thereby an Earlier this month, the FDA announced that 
additional toxic residue in our food Violet No. 1 dye, used for years as a marking and 
supply ... [I] t may well be as toxic as PCB and as . branding color on meat products, will no longer be 
well distributed in the environment as dieldrin or permitted for such use. Japanese studies linked 
DDT." Violet No. 1 with causing cancer. And so the 

2.H9B is a fungicide approved for use on most momentum of such disclosures builds because 
seed grains in the U.S. and is especially applied to consumer protests are pushing the government to 
certain · fungi of wheat. HCB is also used begin looking and testing for these contaminants 
industrially and is formed as a by-product in the for the first time. Some day, hopefully soon, the 
production of chlorine gas. government will have enough courage and 

3. The Department of Agriculture was first Congressional support to make the safety and 
alerted to the trouble when tests of canned hams purity of the nation's food supply a national 
from the Netherlands registered HCB residues in mission with all the scientific and enforcement 
Augu~t 1971. Legal restrictions were placed on 22 support which such a high priority implies. 
Dutch companies regarding their exports to this 

to the 

Editors 
Stop the illegal Cambodian wpr 
the following letter has been sent to Sens. Scott 
and Schweiker and Congressman Goodling: 

Editor: 
York Action for Peace and Justice strongly 

protests the . Nixon Administration's war in 
Cambodia and war by proxy in South Vietnam. 

The military intervention in Cambodia is 
entirely without legal justification. The direct U.S. 

·operations in Vietnam, while in our opinion they 
were also unconstitutional, were at various times 
rationalized by the Tonkin Gulf resolution and the 
President's asserted authoirty to protect American 

. troops. The Tonkin Gulf resolution has now been 
repealed, and the U.S. troops have all left 
Vietnam. There is not a fig leaf of any kind to hide 
Nixon's naked and arbitrary making of war in 
Cambodia without the consent of Congress. Far 

·from . protecting Americans, this action is 
guaranteed to create more POW's just as we are 
welcoming home the last of those who were held 
in Vietnam. 

The war by proxy in South Vietnam through 
our multi-billion dollar aid to Dictator Thieu will 
destroy the hope of peace in that war-ravanged 
land while it drives the U.S. cost of living further 
out of sight. Our ridiculously huge military 
support has given Thieu the fourth largest army in 
the world. We have sent him more planes than he 
has pilots. Thieu has made it perfectly clear that 
with this monstrous supply of hardware he will 

keep on fighting to the last u.s. dollar. 
Meanwhile the great nationwide meat boycott 

led by American women, while it has achieved 
some small price reductions, is running up against 
the stubborn barrier of the war economy. The 
hidden truth that must be brought into the open is 
that we can't have both "guns and buiter." With 
Nixon's proposed $83 billion military that 
provides for war in Cambodia and the.support of 
Thieu in · the style to which he has been 
accustomed, there will be no funds left to equalize 
buying power and prices at home. 

We call on you to speak out in this hour of 
crisis; to demand a halt to the bombing in 
Cambodia and the stopping of our military aid to 
the Thieu regime. 

Respectfully, 
Anne Shumway, President 

York Action for 
Peace and Justice 

Letters to the Editor on all subjects 
are welcome. They should be address
ed to the Harrisburg Independent Press, 
1004 N. Third St., Harrisburg, Pa. 
171 02. All letters must be signed but 
names may be withheld "n request. 

never proceed to the political stage of unifying ._ ________________ _. 
South Vietnam as provided in the peace • • &. ......................................... : ·~reement. In fact , it is in his personal interest to 
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CBS & WHP TV versus Bones' · 
ByJohnSer~ell------------------------------------r===================================================================~ 

Perceptive Harrisburg 
viewers of local CBS affiliate 
WHP-TV may have noticed a 
change in programming last 
March 9th; instead of watching a 
broadcast of 'Sticks and Bones' 
(a New York Shakespeare 
Festival Play about the 
less-than-happy return of a 
disabled Vietnam veteran to his 
family), viewers found they were 
watching a rerun of 'The 
Cincinnati Kid' ,starring Steve 
McQueen. Steve McQueen fans 
were pleased, no doubt, but is 
what's good for Steve McQueen 
fans good for the nation? 

The program-change occurred 
in this way. CBS had contracted 
with New Yotk producer
director Joseph Papp for 13 TV 
specials over a 4-year period. 
Papp's first special, 'Much Ado 
About Nothing', went over quite 
well with the TV audience; 
'Sticks and Bones', by Obie 
award- winning playwright (and 
Vietnam veteran) Dl!vid Rabe, 
was to be the second. Filming 
completed (some profanity was 
deleted and a suicide scene made 
less graphic for the TV 
audience), the show was 
previewed for CBS affiliates 
(including, of course, WHP-TV) 
over closed circuit. 

Such previewings are 
common, but affiliate reaction 
to the preview of 'Sticks and 
Bones' was not. Ten affiliates 
notified CBS they wouldn't 
carry it; others wanted to 
preview it · again. After the 
second cl9sed-circuit showing, 
71 of the network'sl84 affiliates 
refused , to carry the show. CBS 
executives met over the matter. 
According to some reports, CBS 
board chairman William Paley 
made the fmal decisioR, 
although it was CBS president 
Robert Wood who made the · 
announcement. The 
announcement described 'Sticks 
and Bones' as 'a serious, 
concerned. and powerful tragedy 
of some of the uglier aspects of 
human nature as revealed in a 
highly imaginative contemporary 
story.' 'In light of recent 
developments, however,' the 
announcement continued,'many · 
people at the network and 
station operators, are convinced 

that its presentation on the air at 
this time might be unnecessarily 
abrasive to the feelings of 
millions of Americans whose 
lives or attention are at the 
moment emotionally dominated 
by the returning POWs and other 
veterans who have suffered the 
ravages of war.' 

'Never has there been a 
greater or more serious and 
responsible sense of concern 
expressed by affiliates of 
CBS-TV about a projected 
program and the timing of its 
broadcast. CBS Television 
Network has concluded that the 
broadcast of 'Sticks and Bones' 
should be postponed and 
broadcast at a later date, to be 
announced, when the context of 
its showing will be less 
distr~ssing and its possible 
application to actual events less 
immediate.' Enter Steve 
McQueen, via the Cincinnati 
Kid. 

Critics might well wonder 
why a 'concerned and powerful 
tragedy' need be delayed until 
'its possible application to actual 
events' becomes 'less 
immediate.' Advocates of 
balanced broadcasting might 
well wonder why 'Sticks and 
Bones' was precluded by the 
ongoing return of the POWs, 
instead of being considered 
necessary as balance to that 
orchestrated national spectacle. 

Producer Papp immediately 
termed the decision 'a cowardly 
cop-out, a rotten affront to 
freedom of spee{ih, and a 
whittling away at the First 
Amendment.' Other 
commentators weighed in with 
the same opinion, although less 
vocally. 

Cowardly? The media? In 
1962, Richard Nixon told 
newsmen at a press conference 
after his defeat in the California 
gubernatorial race that they 
'wouldn't have Nixon to kick 
around anymore.' The newsmen 
laughed. Since then, we.ve had 
Spiro Agnew bombarding the 
media with criticism. Budget 
cuts in the Public Broadcasting 
System, with controversial news 
shows first under the axe. 
Newsmen going to jail for 
refusing to reve31 their sources 

THIS 1$11£ ~TokY 
OF VINCE S\WAI1 

(The Nixon-appointee 
dominated Supreme Court has 
given its constitutional okay). 
Then came the Clay Whitehead 
speech of last December. 
Nixon's director of the Office of 
Telecommunication's Policy 
announced administration plans 
to propose new standards for the 
FCC to use when reviewing radio 
and TV 
license renewals, standards 
which would, in effect, transfer 
responsibility for network 
programming from the relatively 
powerful networks to the much 
more vulnerable affiliate 
stations. Would harried affiliates, 
given the choice, broadcast some 
noncontroversial substitute 
rather than a controversial 
network show critical of the 
administration (such as 'The 
Selling of the Pentagon', 'The 
Vietnam White Papers', ITT and 
Watergate coverage) that might 
be held against them at 

PIZZERIA & 
RESTAURANT 

Fresh Dough 
PIZZA 

Hand Spun 

OVEN BAKED 
GRINDERS 

6 Deliciou~ Crer.tions -
~ lb of Meat in 

Every Sandwich 

FOR TAKE-OUTS 
PHONE 737-3469 

FAMILY NIGHT 
htry Tusll•y 

5 P.M. to 10 P.M. 

LARGE PIZZAS~¢ OFF 
SOOAS 10¢ 

BEER SERVED IN FROSTED MUGS 

ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY WEDNESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY 

HOURS: Monday Thru Thursday 11 A.M. to 12 P.M. 
Friday & Saturday 11 A.M. to 1 A.M. 

CEDAR CLIFF-MALL, CAMP HILL, PA. 1-83 EXIT 19 

license-renewal time? The 
Whitehead proposals , 
fortunately, stand little chance 
of getting Congressional 
a pprovl!l, but they surely 
affected the climate in which TV 
networks and afftliates operate. 
Newsmen weren't laughing 
anymore, in 1973. 

But were the 
administration-media battles the 
reason Harrisburg viewers saw 
'The Cincinnati Kid' last March 
instead of a 'concerned and 
powerful tragedy'. 

Le s Brown, writing in 
'Variety', claims that 'CBS made 
its own decision and it was not 
pushed into it by the affiliated 
stations'. CBS has had no 
comment beyond its postponing 
announcement. WHP-TV station 
manager Joseph Higgins, when 
asked whether he thought the 
climate created by the 
administration had anything to 
do with the program change, 
said he thought that 'was the 
farthest thing from it' and 
generally agreed with president 
Wood that the timing was bad. 
Higgins also commented that 
WHP-TV had previewed 'Sticks 
and Bones', and while they were 

'not enthusiastic'. had no tilled 
CBS they would ::arry it. 

Immediately after the 
postponement announcement on 
March 6th, CBS notified its 
affiliates that 'Sticks and Bones' 
would be shown an 
unprecedented third time on 
closed circuit the next day, 
March 7th. Station manager 
Higgins invited ll persons to the 
closed-circuit showing in an 
advisory capacity, of whom 9 
showed up. Six of the 9 are area 
persons who serve WHP-TV as 
rotating part-time editors on the 
station's 'Spectrum' news 
commentary show: Pat 
Shannon, George Ebner, Rev. 
Paul Stauning, Bob Fowler, 
Betsy Amig, and Frances 
Goldberg. Peter Carnahan, 
fo-rmer director of the 
Harrisburg Community Theater, 
was there, as were Paul Beers 
and Paul Walker of the 

Patriot-Evening News. Another 
PatEveNews writer, Bern 
Sharfman, and the Telegraph 
Press' Bob Minor were invited, 
but couldn't make it. 

Higgins first described the 
preview group as 
'representative', then conceded 
that a group with no blacks, no 
young people, and no Vietnam 
veterans was not exactly 
representative of the 
community. He pointed out that 
preview groUps aren't picked on 
the basis of community 
representation, and that he had 
only a day to get the session 
together. "Spectrum' is an easy 
group to get ahold of,' he noted, 
adding that, 'you reach for the 
people that you know.' 

At any rate, the 9 were given 
an introductory note with 
attached questionm(ire. The note 
included verbatim quotes from 
president Wood's announcement 
postponing the broadcast, and 
added,'The network has 
encouraged us by phone and 
telegram to seek the opinions of 
civic leaders - particularly at the 
community level. We ask you to 
fill out the attached 
questionnaire.' 

After the showing, the group 
filled out the questionnaire, 
which included space for 
comments and, apparently, 
spaces to check according to 
whether one thought the play 
should be broadcast 
immediately, in the future, or 
never. Assistant station manager 
Juanita Hostetler remembered 
the 'vote' as 5-4 for 'never', and 
the comments as ranging from 
'gripping' to 'vulgar and 
ignobling'. Spectrum editor -
previewer Amig ~ommented to 
HlP that she thought the play 
'over -dramatized', but that 'if it 
takes over-dramatization to 
wake up the American public to 
the · problems of returning 
veterans, then I'm for it.' She 
thought the play should be 
shown, as, apparently, did 
Carnahan, Walker, and Beers. 
The others apparently thought 

continued on page 8 
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Vietnam comes home to roost at Wounded Knee 
Ted Glick, a friend · of ours Independent Ogala Sioux Nation 

from the Harrisburg trial days, to lay down their rifles. This 
stopped into our office this the Indians do not want to do , 
week to tell us about his at least until the promised White 
experiences at Wounded Knee. House meeting actually takes 

When Ted lived in llarrisburg, . place. Their reluctance to place 
he occupied a room on Third complete trust in the Justice 
Street that had a notice posted Department is fired to .a great 
on the door. The notice was degree by an awareness of the 
from the ·Justice Department, past, and a close Stssociation with 
and accused him of plotting, the land beneath Wounded 
among other things, to kidnap Knee, which soaked up the 
Henry Kissinger and bomb blood of Indian ancestors who 
heating tunnels in government . were massacred there 83 years 
buildings. Ted was never tried ago . 
for these offenses because he Ted related one compromise 
wan.ted to be his own lawyer. in the rifle issue that the Indians 
But his co-conspirators, the proposed, but the government 
Harrisburg 7 , were cleared of the rejected. The idea came from 
charges; -and the Government Crow Dog, an old medicine man 
finally dropped the case. Ted is who has lived on the Pine Ridge 
now living in New York, and he reservation all his life. After 
was at Wounded Knee March receiving what he called a vision, 
8-29 to provide support for the Crow Dog suggested that if 
Indians who have taken over a federal forces would agree to 
part of the reservation. pull their armored personnel 

Ted explained he spent most carriers and ordnance-filled 
of his time there in Rapid City, bunkers back from the Wounded 
doing what he could at the Knee compound, the ians would 
request of Indian leaders to gather all their weapons and 
rustle-up food, supplies, ammunition and put it in a 
medicine and money for the teepee. In front of the teepee, 
Native Americans inside the theywould place a peace pipe. 
Wounded Knee compound. Such The - peace pipe, a sacred 
s u P P o r t w a s - ·and symbol among the Indians, 
remains-crucial, since an would make it a mortal sin for 
estimated 2,000 FBI andFederal any of the Ogala Nation to 
Marshals, aided bX a faction of enter. This was not acceptable to 
Indians employed by the Bureau the federal marshals, who 
of Indian Affairs, have been demonstrate no awareness of 
quite successful in isolating the Indian religion and traditions 
Wounded Knee community from and who, according to Glick, are 
the rest of the world. fond of calling the Ogala people 

As , of this writing the "savages," and making 
situation remains highly volatile. distinctions between "good 
A promised meeting between Indians and bad Indians." 
the American Indian Ted explained the use of the 
Movement (AIM} leaders and a peace pipe is part of an effort by 
White House negotiator has yet Indians to reawaken a sense of 
to truce place. One was scheduled · cultural continuity with the 
for Saturday, April 7, but was past-to renew a deep spiritual 
put off until Sunday, then put and religious heritage based on 
off indefinitely. Now the Justice solidarity with the land, oneness 
Department is pressuring · with nature and the maintenance 
members of Wounded Knee's of a univeral harmony between 

A recent newsletter from the AIM faction at Wounded Knee 
ended: "Much more is needed. The Indians are wondering where 
the '"rest of the Movement is. The people inside are risking their 
lives for the cause of justice and their people's right to live free. 
the situation is URGENT and an IMMEDIATE' SUSTAINED 
RESPONSE IS MANDA TORY." 

These sentiments were echoed by Ted Glick, who visited 
Hacrisburg this week to relay information from Wounded Knee. 
AIM leaders face indictments and jail, and will need a legal 
defense fund. Money can be sent to AIM, Box 788, Rapid City, 
S.D. 51701. The Wounded Knee community needs food, supplies 
such as clothing ,shoes and lumber, and medicine. These can be 
sent to Lakota Coalition, 208 11th St., Rapid City, 57701. 

photo bv LNS 

WHITE AMERICA comes to Wounded Knee, and Vietnam comes home to America. 

man and his natural temporarily removed-he 
environment. encountered a scene of "real 

The land-as a source of all building." Bunk beds and sentry 
life and the permanent resting posts were · constructed, homes 
place for the spirits of dead were reinforced, a · central 
ancestors- is a particularly kitchen was put into operation 
important symbol for Indians. and a small factory was 
But most of the good land established where . residents of 
around the Pine Ridge the reservation make gloves out 
reservation, land suitable for of recycled clothes. 
farming and cattle, belongs to Coupled with this physical 

·whites. The Indians have been construction of ;, community is 

traditional life of the 
Vietnamese peasantry: 

"These three ideas were 
joined inseperably, for the 
Vietnamese religion rested at 
every point on the particular 
social and economic system of 
the village. They believed that if 
a man moved off his land and · 
out of the gates of the village, he 
left his soul behind him, buried 
in the earth with the bones of 

reduced to the status of migrant a collective renewal of spiritual his ancestors." And so. it is with 
workers, taking odd jobs when traditions Ted told us the the Indians 
they can get them from white residents hold nightly religious 
ranchers or farmers, or living on services, and have rt.·instituted Ms. Fitzgerald devotes much 
welfare. the use of a "sweat lodge," an of her book to the success of the 

Thus the Indian suffering is ancient Indian equivalent of a so-called Viet Cong-the 
of dual nature-material and sauna bath. liberation fighters in South 
spiritual. The results: Indian The sweat lodge is a small hut Vietnam who built a powerful 
male life expectancy is 44.5 made of bark, into which the political and economic base 
years; for every white child -that heat of an open fire is directed among the people by winning 
is born and lives, one Indian by a series of handmade control of the villages, despite 
child' will die; suicide is IS times deflectors. The sweat lodge is American attempts at isolation 
the national average; used as a place of meditation andforcedurbanization. 
malnutrition on reservations is and contemplation, where Glick told us the rebellion at 
common; unemployment is 90. Indians go to gain vision and Wounded Knee has lasted as long 
percent; school dropout rate is insight. as it has because "they, too have 
75 percent; the average Indian As Ted Pointed out, and as the support of the people in the 
family income is $1,000; 95 others such as Tom Hayden have area." He said an intricate 
percent of reservation housing is - noted in different contexts, it is "underground railroad" system 
substandard. impossible to understand the has been established there to get 

In response, AIM members situation in Wounded Knee food and supplies into the 
and the Independent Ogala without perceiving an compound, past the federal 
Sioux have chosen to mount immediate, striking parallel to roadblocks and the vigilante 
their resistence on two Vietnam. squads set up by the Indians 
levels-material and spiritual. Francis Fitzgerald , in her who are paid by the Bureau of 
Ted told us the first time he book "Fire in the Lake," Indian Affairs. It was precisely 
entered the Wounded Knee explained the importance of this so'rt of "underground" flow 
compound-on the day the three concepts- "land," of rice and supplies that made 
federal roadblocks were "People," and "village"- in the continued on page 7 r-----------------------------------------------------· ! · EARN UP TO . 
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Phone 
232-1902 232-1901 

SERA-TEC 
BIOLOGICALS 

50 
Day and Evening 

PER 
MONTH 

Appointments Available 

If you qualify as a plasma donor, you will be 
making a significant contribution in fighting such 
dread problems as child birth diseases, luekemia, 
hemophilia etc. 

Latest scientific developments permit donations every week 
without weakness or special diet or after effects. 

GROUP A, GROUP 8, GROUP AB and GROUP 0 ARE NEEDED IN THIS 
CONTINUOUS PROGRAM, CONDUCTED WITH COMPLETE SAFETY. 

~'~ 

~~~~ 
ALL BLOOD TYPES ' : 

URGENTLY NEEDED : 
I 

·--------------------------------------------------------
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How to fill out your congressman's questionnaire 
By Susan Hoc~~::~~~~-:::~~------------------~~~~--~~--~~~~~~~~.,~~.,~~~========::;:::~~~~~============~ Ask me no quest ions, I'll tell research. 
you no lies. Such is the tone of An interpretation of federal • 
the questionnaire sent out spending is given in the 
recently by U.S. Rep. Herman T. Washington newsletter of the 
Schneebeli of the 17th District , Friends Committee on National 
which includes Harrisburg. Legislation. Unlike President 

Schneebeli has requested his Nixon's official interpretation , 
voters' opinions on major issues their 's is based on funds 
confronting the 93rd Congress, appropriated by Congress in the 
including the 197 3-7 4 budget. A 1972 calendar year rather than 
worthy effort indeed, but it on budget requests for fiscal 
takes two to communicate: Mr. year 197 4. It also classifies the 
Schneebeli has provided little Veteran's Administration and 
information. the national debt (75% 

The questionnaire, war-induced) as "military," 
distributed in March, asks voters where the Administration does 
whether Federal spending should not. 
be more, less, or the same in But the Friends' major 
such areas as housing, disagreement with the 
transportation, military, welfare, Administration's b4dget system 
education and others. There are lies in the handling of trust 
no figures on past or present funds. According to ''The 
spending. "Area newsmen have Budget of the United States 
reviewed the questions in Government," trust funds are 
advance in order to help us avoid "held in a fiduciary capacity by 
any political or philosophical the Government for use in 
biases," says Schneebeli. Be that carrying out specific purposes 
as it may, when asked to choose, and programs" such as Social 

· voters have · no reliable Security. Another example is 
information at hand from their highway trust funds which are 
man in office. collected from gasoline taxes. 

In an era of "executive The so-called unified budget is 
privilege" and press constraints, the Administration's present 
this is a familiar dilemma system of mingling trust funds 
confronting most Americans with other governmental 
whenever they go to exercise · spending. . 
their voting rights. As · our . According to the late Sen. 
representative would have us Allen Ellender of Louisana: 
then, H.I.P. has done · some "This misleading . accounting 

YIPPIES stoned 

graphic by Truesdale 

practice, which was first adopted 
in fiscal year 1969 by the 
previous administration ... is 
based on the false assumption 
that the surpluses accumulated 
in the various trust funds ... can 
be counted as revenue and 
used . . . to offset deficits in the 

administrative . budget. It 
actually serves the purpose of 
deceiving the American people 
as to the true cost of 
government." 

Also, says the Friends 
Committee, since the bulk of 

-trust funds - notably Social 
Security- is non-military, this 
unified budget creates the 
misleading impression that 
military spending is but a minor 
part of our budget. 

By Tom Watts ______ ;__ ______________________________________ '-----'--'-'= "--------'.;__ lJ'ut, $7 .5' million dollars will 
be spent on the construction of 
five Trident submarines. No 
money is budgeted for school 
and public library construction 
or federal student loans. This 
saves $264 million. But, 
subsidies for the merchant 
marine will be $460 million, for 
airline owners, $66 million, and 
for . owners who used to use 
cyclamate in their products, 
$500 million. 

Editors note: Tom Watts, an p.m. featuring 'Teenage Lust,' 
organizer in Pennsylvania for the David (have-a-marijuana) Peel, 
Youth International . Party 'Jingles' and 'The Space Babies.' 
( Y 1 PP 1 E), passed through Following the entertainment the 
Harrisbui-g this week, and we crowd will move out in a march 
asked him for a brief article on Gov. Rockefeller's uptown 
outlining YIPPIE coming events. office to show support for the 
The YIPPIE offensive this spring POWs being held in New York 
is centered around the liberation. state and county prisons. 
of marijuana and marijuana- J-Day will also be celebrated 
users, and will include the events by smoke-ins in Binghamton, 
listed below. N.Y., Hartford, Conn., Boulder, 

As part of an ongoing Col., Madison, Wise. , St. Louis, 
program of the Youth Iowa City, Atlanta, Lansing, 
International Party (YIPPIE) to Mich., and Columbus, Ohio. 
free the 100,000 Prisoners of In Pennsylvania, a Joint 
Weed (POWs) being held against Smoke-In is being sponsored by 
their will in the jails of America, Pennsylvania YIP and' the· Bucks 
May I has been declared J-Day. County Pot Peoples Party, on 

In New York City the day May 6, I p.m. at Washington 
will be celebrated with a parade Cro'ssing State Park. The 
from Washington Square Park in ultimate Smoke-In of the year 
Greenwich Village to Central will be the 4th of July annual 
Park. Festtvities will begin at II YIP fest in Washington, D.C. at 
a.m. with the parade led by a 30 the "Smith-STONED-ian" 
foot joint, a ten by ten foot Institute Mall. 
pack of bamboo rolling papers, a YIP will be following up 
15 foot roach clip and Mr. these spectaculars with more 
Marijuana (YIPS answer to Mr. ' smoke-ins; and a grass roots 
Peanut). At Central Park a free campaign this summer to FREE 
concert will be held starting at 1 THE PRISONERS OF WEED, 

~acaacicooooaocooaacocaocoo"ooc· 

Vinylastic loafing 
Gulf American Industries of Pa . 

Guaranteed - Written 20 year Contract 

l~ ree Estimates, Samples , Bro chures 
R esidetlti al- Cornn.ercial- Indu s trial 

Write : P.O . Box 2641 

Office: 14 North 17th Street, Hbg . 

Phone: 233-1063 

You ou e it to yourself _ g et th e fact s 
No higb pressure salesu.en- You, de ci de 
Local, experi ence d con,pany - You 11. ust be sati~i ed J 

JCQCCIQQQ OCOQQ 

NOW!!! 
To coordinate these activities 

in Pennsylvania, YIP has formed 
the Committee to Free the 
POWs. The Committee will 
endeavor to obtain the names 
and mailing addresses of all 
POWs held in Pennyslvania 
piisoris (state , federal tnd 

· country), to make contact with 
these sisters and brothers as well 
as their friends and families, and 
to o rganiz:e demonstrations 
around planned POWs prison 
fasts and weed trials. Also, 
actions aimed at the state 
legislature are planned to raise 
p~blic consciousness on the 
Prisoner of Weed issue. 

You don't have to be a 
Yippie to realize that throwing 
people into jail for smoking or 
transporting flowers is immoral 
and cruel and unusual repression. 
If you support the POWs, and 
would like to contribute energy 
or money ($5 will get you a 
handsome POW bracelet) write 
the Committee to Free the 
f()Ws, Merrie and Steve , 929 N. 
Third St. , Harrisburg, I7102. 

After-tax profits of the 400 
largest corporations rose 23.7% 
in the last quarter of 1972, the 
eighth · consecutive quarterly 
increase. 

No money is budgeted for 
urban renewal and Model Cities 
programs, nor for rent and 
public housing subsidies. This 
saves $305 million. 

Despite the peace settlement 
in Vietnam, the military budget · 
is up $4.6 billion. No funds are 
allocated to North Vietnam 
despite our promise in the Paris 
peace settlement. 

No money, is budgeted to 
continue job programs in 
depressed areas. This saves $690 

·········································-: 
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million. 
Representative Schneebeli's 

questionnaire appears an honest 
attempt to solicit the opinions 
of his constituents. It is a simple 
questionnaire about 
Congressional issues. It is too 
simple. It asks people to make 
judgments without informing 
them about the issues and the 
consequences of their 
judgments. 

For instance, the 
questionnaire asks whether 
federal spending should be more, 
less, or the same in combating 
crime. It does hot say what 
present spending is. It does not 
say how tlite money should be 
spent - whether it would go for 
more guns to police, for 
example, or for community 
organizations designed for crime 
prevention. 

Total1972 appropriations are 
$216.2 billion, which is up 
almost $26 billion from 1971 . 
Military appropriations are up 
$4.6 billion. An overall look at 
the budget shows military and 
defense spending at 55.5% while 
non-military spending totals 
44.5%. 

These are the funds 
appropriated by Congress, but it 
does not mean they will 
definately be available for their 
designated purposes. President 
Nixon, to a much greater degree 
than past presidents, has 
practiced the impoundment of 
funds from bills he has already 
signed into law. In addition, he 
has the authority to transfer 
relatively -small amounts from 
one account to another. 

Some ei ther facts concerning 
the Nixon Administration 
budget were outlined in a 
pamphlet by the People's 
Coalition for Peace and Justice: 
Local mental health clinics and 
lead poisoning and rat control 
programs are being phased out , 
as well as cut backs in federal 
funds for community health 
services and all medical research 
except heart disease and cancer 
programs. This saves taxpayers 
$616 million. The costs have not 
yet been determined by 
government analysts. 
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Will the Philippines be · America's new Vietnam? 
By Paul Ross'--------------~~~~~--~~~~--~~----~~------.--~~~~---;=::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:==:=::=:=:=:::::::=:=:=:::::=::~ 
Mr. Ross, a free-lance journalist, U.S. Army. Its style against All recent Philippine 
has covered the Philippines for guerrillas is equally similar. It is governments have used the same 
Pacific News Service for the last sticking close to main roads and strategy, but taken a different 
two years. the largest towns in the area. tack. They have encouraged 

MANILA-PNS)- In this 
republic under martial law, with 
its heavy censorship and its 
nightly curfews, news is short. 
But one thing is certain. 
Hundreds of miles south of 
Manila, a primarily Muslim 
revolt is out of control. 

"It is like Vietnam," reported 
an American minister after a 
recent visit to . the war-torn 
southern islands of the 
Philippines. "No government 
patrol goes out too far from its 
base for fear of ambush. One 
doesn't even see th(! enemy until 
shots are fired from the tops of 
trees." 

On the Sulu Islands and 
Mindanao, Muslim peasants and 
college trained intellectuals have 
combined in a formidable 
guerrilla force. Disturbed by 
years of government misuse, 
crop failures and government 
inspired land grabs, they have set 
up the "Muslim Revolutionary 
Forces" (MRF) with a fighting 
wing of 8- 16,000 men, 
depending on whose estimates 
you believe. 

At the beginning of March, 
the MRF struck without 
warning. The effect was 
devastating . Government 
outposts were overwhelmed, 
patrols wiped out. Casualties 
were high. 

The American minister is one 
of the' rare visitors who has 
returned from the south with an 
eyewitness. account of what is 
going on. Like many others here, 
he does not want his name used. 
But what he says is startling. 

' 'The best word to describe 
the situation," he claims, "is 
desperate." The airport outside 
Cotabato city (in southern 
Mindanao) "is like an army 
camp. Light artillery is deployed 
there, and one can hear the 
regular boom-boom at night just 
to keep the MRF uneasy. 

"The Philippine) army tr11vels 
on the main roads at its peril, 
and the only relatively peaceful 
places in the provinces are the 
places from which most of the 
rebels come." 

The analogy to the early 
years in Vietnam is not far from 
anybody's mind. The .Philippine 
army (like the South Vietnamese 
army) is a striki_ng replica of the 

\ 

Many of these towns are now e m i g r at i o n fro m t he 
completely isolated. "overpopulated" Christian 

When it does 'sweep' into the provinces to the southern 
countryside, it does so with a provinces. In addition, they 
heavy hand. Its unpopularity is helped to chase the Muslims off 
growing. The area around the their ancestral lands. 
town of Lebak, for instance, "is Today, a minority in their 
still unsafe even though the own country, the Muslims have 
army went there in great force." regrouped primarily in three 

The government is, of course, areas -Lanao' and Cotabato in 
responding to the Muslim revolt Mindanao, and the Sulu Islands. 
with air power. F-86's have been A striking aspect of the 
called in. According to present 'religious' revolt is that 
eyewitnesses, strafing has beeh its leaders seem intent on not 
heavy in populated areas. letting it divide along religious 
Civilian casualties and refugees lines. They are banking instead 
are on the rise. Several on the very strong anti-Marcos 
helicopters have already gone fee.ling in the area. 
down. Philippine spotter planes The leadership, seemingly 
are , as a result, beginning to fly young, college educated and 
higher (and are thus less radical has appealed to the 
accurate). And the rebels are still Christian populace to support 
there. them. They claim that their aim 

In time-honored Vietnam is to overthrow local vested 
fashion, government spokesmen interests and the martial law 
have even begun to give out government of President Marcos. 
body counts, with the usual In their leaflets they say they 
inflated enemy dead, and low will protect all the people against 
army casualties. government abuses. 

It is no longer out of the They ·have, in fact, enlisted 
question to hear an official in what the government refers to as 
Manila say privately, ''The only "Christian bandits" an<t "Maoist 
good Muslim is a dead Muslim." youth" in their struggle. The 
But President Marcos' government is, however, trying 
government has picked up more . to reverse this trend by t~rning 
than warmed over American the fighting into a religious civil 
slogans. It has taken over the war. Their efforts go far beyond 
role the Americans (and the the level of propaganda. They 
Spanish before them) took in are re-arming the Ilagas, a 
relation to the southern fanatical Christian group. 
Muslims. As the American minister 

When the Spanish first landed reports, "Because of the Armed 
in the Philippines, Manila was Forces' inability to defend itself, 
under the control of Muslim the Ilagas have had · to be 
rulers. ·But the Spanish managed re-armed. The re-arming of the 
to conquer and Christianize the Ilagas brings in the added bitter 
whole archipelago- except for element of religion in a situation 
the southern islands. Despite which has been largely Muslim 
long and harsh campaigns against versus the government. As you 
them (some led by Jesuit very well know, the Ilagas are 
priests), the Muslims of Sulu and ·fanatic (Christians). They wage a 
Mindanao were the only total and all-out war against all 
Filipinos to successfully resist Muslims- men, women and 
Spanish colonization. children." 

When the Americans Clearly, President Marcos is 
succeeded the Spanish, they met worried about the .events in the 
the same fierce resistance. Like south. Economically, loss of 
the Spanish, the Americans control over the south's 
resorted to a "divide and rule" resources could be significant. 
tactic, accentuating the religious Already, rubber and lumber 
differences between the supplies from the area have been 
Christian and Muslim peasants of seriously · curtailed. And the 
adjoining regions. At one point, . government's high hopes for 
they even went so far as to dr 'll future oil revenues from foreign 
with the Sultan ·of Sulu as a exploration of the Sulu Sea may 
separate power. be endangered. 

graphic .by LNS 

Militarily, the revolt in 
Mindanao has stretched the 
Philippine army extremely thin. 
It is estimated that over 12,000 
troops, well supplied with 
American weapons, are in the 
area. Yet they are unable to 
control , the situation, as the 
rebels in classic style blend into 
the peasantry in the countryside 
and receive support from them. 

The foreign press has already 
reported that the U.S . . 
ambassador to the. Philippines 
said the conflict was beyond the 
capacity of the Philippine Army 
to contain. The report has not 
been denied here. 

Moreover, the military is 
needed in other areas, inCluding 
districts of Luzon Island where a 
Maoist force called the New 
People's Army has set up its 
revolutionary banner . 

Already, reports are 
to make the rounds 

that Marcos is calling for 
increased shipments of American 
arms, and possibly other types 
of military aid. While observers 
here -believe that the U.S. will 
move ' with extreme caution on 
the question (for fear of 
domestic reaction at home) , the 
U.S. has a lot to lose here if 
things go badly. 
· From its vast military base 

complexes to its billions of 
dollars of investments, the U.S. 
has a deep interest in what 
happens in the Philippines. 
People here are betting that 
however slowly the U.S. 
government may move, if things 
get worse, move it will. 

ASSEMBLERS 
4 to 5 women to do elec tronics assembly in 
New Cumberland area. Must be able to work 
40 hc·urs per week. Hours: 3 to 11:30 p.m. 
Must have transportation. 

PART/ME 
232-6761 

GOODTIME ROCK 'N ROLL 
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montage 
----------~----~--~----------ANOTHER ROUND FOR THE AUTO MAKERS 

American automakers now have an extra year to meet federal 
pollution standards originally proposed for 197 5. Environmental 
Protection AgP-ncy head William Ruckelshaus had refused last 
year to delay enforcement of the 1975 standards. Last week, 
under pressure from a court order and after lengthy hearings, 
Ruckelshaus gave the automakers until 197 6. 

Environmentalists termed the decision a sellout, and consumer 
advocate Ralph Nader charged that "once again the 
concessionaires within the Nixon administration have sold out the 
environment to industry polluters." 

But the auto industry wasn't celebrating last week.either: one 
company spokesman termed themselves "disappointed and 
dismayed by the decision," and want even more time. 

In announcing his decision, Ruckelshaus commented that the 
Japanese made Honda and Mazda automobiles already meet 
1975 sta.1dards. 

BORDER BLUES 
The American Civil Liberties Union last week announced the 

results of a border crossing study conducted on the Washington 
state-Canada border. Seems that customs officials are twice as 
likely to conduct intensive drug searches on "hippie"types than 
on "strights." The survey also showed that Volkswagon vans are 
more likely to be searched than other types of vehicles. 

Meanwhile, a thousand and some miles to the south, the 'New 
York Times' last week reported that American and Mexican 
immigration officials are in collusion with privately-owned 
Mexican transportation companies to extort millions of dollars 
from Mexicans who have entered the United Stated illegally. The 
system, according to the 'Times,' operates this way.' Large 
numbers of Mexicans enter the southwestern U.S. illegally to take 
advantage of the relatively better economic advantages there. 
Many are caught (450,000 in fiscal year 1972), and money for 
bus or plane fare to the Mexican interior confiscated from them. 
Placed on bus or plane, they are told that they can bribe their 
guards to leave them near the border. Those who can't or won't 
end up· in central Mexico trying to scrape up the means to get 
back to the border, their families and possibly another shot at 
American money. Those who can or will bribe the guards get off 
near the border. 

Among. the persons involved in this practice are, reportedly, a 
San Diego millionaire , a Tijuana ganster, the Immigration Service 
regional commissioner for the American southwest (Leonard 
Gilman), and Attorney General Richard Kleindienst who 
reportedly helped establish the system. 

Kleindienst refused an interview with the 'Times' on the 
matter; an aide stated that Kleindienst was "generally aware of 
the program, but he had nothing to do with setting it up." 
Leonard Gilamn had earlier testified before a: federal grand jury 
that he accompanied Kleindienst to Mexico on three occasions in 
connection with the program. He subsequently denied this to the 
'Times.' 

STICK IT TO ME 
President Nixon last week proposed federal standards for 

unemployment compensation and extension of coverage to 
635,000 farm workers. Sounded pretty good, but whenever the 
Tricky One waves seemingly-altruistic carrots like this, one has 
learned to took for a stick. 

Sure enough, included in the proposal was a measure 
forbidding states to grant unemployment benefits to striking 
workers. The AFL-CIO immediately announced that it would 
"exert every effort to have any proposal of this nature defeated." 

CLEAN AIR DEADLINE 
The state Department of Environmental Resources last week 

ordered Pennsy Supply Inc. of Harrisburg to reduce air pollution 
at three of its area pl_ants. The order involved limestone 
operations in South Hanover and Silver Spring townships, and a 
cement mixer and horizontal silo in Lucknow. Pennsy Supply was 
given until hext spring to have the operations in compliance with 
air pollution laws: 

WHITE HOUSE LOBBY 
Democratic Congressman Wright Patman recently charged the 

White House with "orchestrating a lobbying campaign by big 
business against a proposed price-freeze bill. Patman said news of 
the administration's involvement was carried in ' an 'American 
Banker' article which stated, "Manufacturers, realtors, financial 
community leaders all are being urged . by. the White House to 
exert heavy pressure on Congress to revise the bill when it comes 
up for a House vote." 

REPUBLICAN HUMOR: The death of artist (and communist) 
Pablo Picasso last week drew sadness and respect from millions, 
and some very questionable humor from a prominent Republican. 
Republican National Committee newsletter editor John Lofton 
weighed in with a note to the communist Daily World remarking, 
. "Ah, at last. Pablo Picasso is a good Communist." The Daily 
World printed the letter front page and wrote Republican party 
chairman George Bush to ask whether " President Nixon's party, 
through the editor of the party organ , is gloating over the death 
of an artistic giant." "No," Bush said; " I wrote it as a wisecrac\<," 
explained Lofton. 
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Nixon asks classification law 
President Nixon has asked 

Congress to make it a crime for 
American citizens to leak 
classified information to any 
person "not authorized to 
received it" regardless of 
whether the information is 
properly classified. Buried in 
680 pages of a bill introduced 
March 22 to revise the Federal 
Criminal Code, Nixon's proposal 
makes explicit the kind of 
information control law · the 
Justice Department has been 
implicitly trying to create 
through the back door of the 
Pentagon Papers trial. 

Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony 
Russo are the first Americans 
ever to be criminally prosecuted 
for leaking c assified information 
to Congress and the American 
people. The Justice Department 
h1s charged them with theft of 
government property, that is, 
information; espionage; and 
conspiracy to defraud the 
United States of its "lawful 
governmental function of 
controlling the dissemination of 
classified" information. The 
defendants point out that there 
is no "classification law" or 
Official Secrets Act in America 
and that Congress has never 
given the Executive Branch a 
"lawful" function of controlling 
classified information. Russo 
and Ellsberg are also · the first 
Americans ever charged with 
espionage for giving classified 
information to Congress and the 
public; 

If accepted by Congress, 
Nixon's proposal would become 
America's first classification law 
and the first law giving a branch 
of the federal government the 
right to "own" information. 
According to the Nixon 
proposal, "information includes 
any property from which 
information may be obtained." 

·Asst. Attorney Gen. Genry E. 
Peterson said: "government 
documents are explicitly made 
property" under this proposal. 
The leaking of information in 
s uch documents would 

constitute theft of government 
property. 

The proposal would also 
make the classification system 
impregnable. It says, " It is not a 
defense to a prosecution under 
this section that the classified 
information was improperly 
classified at the tim_e of its 
classification or at the time of 
the offense:" The government 
has made the same argument in 
the Pentagon Papers trial and the 
defendants have been contesting 
it. Although the Executive Order 
governing classification requires 
periodic classification reviews 
and even automatic 
declassification of certain types 
of information, it is rarely done. 
Thus, Nixon's proposal ·wouJd 
send people to jail for disclosing 
.nformation that may have been 
classified in 1950, for example, 
but which should have been 
subsequently declassified 
according to the ·Executive 
Order. 

But Nixon's proposal is not 
limited merely to information 
stamped with classification 
markings such as "confidential" 
or "top secret." It also seel:s to 
make it a crime to disclose and 
communicate non-classified 
information "relating to the 
national defense to a person not 

·authorized to receive it." Asst.. 
Attorney Gen. William Olson 
was quoted as saying that 
"unauthorized persons" would 
include reporters and members 
of Congress, except when 
documents are given to "a 
regularly constituted committee 
pursuant to a lawful demand." 
This provision would preclude 
an Ellsberg-Russo type defense. 

·The defendants argue no crime 
was committed in giving the 
Pentagon Papers to Congress. 
Furthermore, such a " theft of 
government property charge" 
irnpljes that the President is the 
government _and that the 
Congress is not. 

The proposal a lso 
considerably broadens the 
definition of national defense 

informatio n by including 
information, "regardless of its 
origin, relating to the military 
capability of the United States 
or of an associate nation; the 
conduct of foreign affairs 
affecting the national defense ; or 
in time of war, any other matter 
involving the security of the U.S. 
which mi~ht be useful to the 
enemy." The Nixon proposal 
does not specify whether "in 
time of war" means 
Congressionally declared war. 

In the Pentagon Papers trial, 
presiding Judge. Wm. Matthew 
Byrne has required the 
government to prove that the 
alleged "national defense 
information" in the Pentagon 
Papers is information that 
"could have injured the United 
States or advantaged a foreign 
nation." The Nixon definition of 
"national defense information" 
is much more broad and loose. 
Also, for " injury to the U.S.," it 
substitutes "prejudice of the 
safety or interest of the U.S." As 
the prosecutor told the Pentagon 
Papers jury: "The term[national 
defense] is so broad that , for 
example, it would cover things 
as common as our interstate 
highway system since, as you 
know, those are national defense 
highways." Imagine the AAA 
being prosecuted for espionage 
for publishing maps of the 
interstate hgihway system. 

In an editorial entitled 
"Startling Censorship" 'The Los 
Angeles Times' remarked: ''The 
implications of this section are 
breathtaking. It would, if 
rigorously enforced, permit the 
government to censor a vast atea 
of information on the mere 
definition by some official that 
the information somehow bears 
on 'national defense,' and not 
only· the defense of this country 
but the 'mtlitary capability' of 
an 'associate nation.' The public 
and the public's right to know 
about the activities of its 
government would be the victim 
of this measure. It should be 
rejected out of hand." 

Wounded Knee 
Wounded Knee and massacre the 
Indian insurgents to "protect 
our American way of life." 

con t inued from page 4 

the VietCong such a formidable 
enemy in South Vietnam. 

When American troops were 
successful in "pacifying" the 
Vietnamese countryside, the 
success usually came from such 
tactics as massive bombing, 
defoliation and isolation of the 
population in.· refugee camps. 
T!le term "overkill" became part 
of the American vocabulary. 
"Overkill," said Glick, applies to 

Wounded · · Knee, too. The 
2,000 federal troops surrounding 
the village are armed with M-16 
rifles , armored personnel 
carriers, starlight night-vision 
scopes and tracer bullets. At 
night they ignite flares around 
the perimeter of the compotud, . 

which burn large areas of land 
cover, turning the earth black. 
"The Indians call this a 
'scorched earth policy,' and talk 
about it as being very much out 
of harmony with nature," Glick 
recounted. 

Viewed in this context, a 
,notice distributed by the BIA 
supported Indian faction 
becomes particularly ironic. 
" What has happened at 
Wounded Knee," the notice 
states, " is part of a long-range 
plan of the Communist Party." 

The notice calls for the 
creation of "an all-volunteer 
army of Ogala Sious patriots" to 
be headed by a retired marine 
general, who will march into 

Talk of "patriotism" and 
"communism" and " the 
Americaa. way of life" remains 
popular among supporters of 
America's policy in Vietnam. It 
is unclear what meaning these 
words hold for the Vietnamese 
peasant or the American Indian 
who has seen the sacred land of 
his ancestors bombed by B-52's, 
or claimed, subdivided and 
fenced as the property of the 
white man. 

But one thing does seem 
clear. To paraphrase Ted Glick, 
Vietnam has come home to 
roost in America in a place 
called Wounded Knee, and the 
task ahead for the American 
Movement is to explain that fact 
to people in terms which will 
make them understand . 

Wome n's Center 
******FORMAL OPENING****** 

Forth & Walnut Sts., Harrisburg 

Festivities will include a play, "We've Only Just 
Begun," plus a display of arts and letters by local 

women. 

SISTERHOOD IS POWERFUL 
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Harrisburg opera : somewhere a place for us?· 
By Dick Sassaman ---------------------------------------------------------------------

The Harrisburg Civic Opera is not very well-known 
in this area, which is both a shame and no wonder. · 
Now in its fourth year, the company has gotten little 
publicity and suffers greatly not only from the usual 
lack of artistic funds, but alsq from the lack of a 
suitable theater. The Civic Opera has been forced to 
use the stage at the Harrisburg Community Theater, 
which is scheduled tightly year round, and also not 
quite grand enough for the majesties of opera. 

The fifth production of the HCO was held April 7 
and 8 .at the Comn:mnity Theater, aided by- the 
Pennsylvania Council on the Arts and the National 
Endowment for the Arts . .A two-part entertainment, 
the production featured Mozart's The Impresario and 
Gian Carlo Menotti's The Medium. 

The musical director for the affair was Kenneth 
Landis; the stage director was A. J. Moulfair. I had a 
plea·sant discussion with Moulfair at his house this 
week, and got some of his views on the recent 
performances. 

A. J. Moulfair went through John Harris High 
School, Columbia University and the Yale Drama 
School before returning to Harrisburg to teach 
English and Humanities at HACC. No longer a 
teacher, he is a devotee of the opera (currently with a --
7:45-10:00 show Tuesday evenings on WMSP-FM) 
who approached the HCO because he wanted to stage 
The Medium. Learning that The Impresario was to be 
performed also, he decided to direct that as well and 
avoid the confusion two directors would cause. 

It was a meeting of two worlds, in a way, because 
once Moulfair was in charge he brought in his own 
people, led by Stage and Costume Designer Charles. 
Schulz (a student of Moulfair's at HACC) and 
important non-singing actors John Killdervater and 
Gary Wetterhall. The Opera Board of Directors, and 
its producers for this performance Clair Rona and 
Doris Dunlap, came ill conflict with this outlaw band 
especially as the p~rformance dates drew nearer, but 
justice triumphed and everything came off well. 

(Th~ magnificent Charles Schulz, young local artist 
bringing off his first major design project, voiced 
relief after the opening night success while he 
accepted congratulations, then, speaking with humor 
and a bit of malice, addressed a member of the Board, 
''What · the Opera Company ·needs is a Board of 
Directors that knows how• to paint scenery.") 

The Community Theater is sometimes criticized 
for productions that are not contemporary, but The 
Impresario wins · that race handily, for it was first 
performed in 1786. It is the story of Mr. Scruples 
(Kindervater), a noted opera promoter who wants to 
give up his business and retire to the country "where 
I will produce nothillg but pears and green peppers." 
His flight is halted by Mr. Angel (John Affleck), rich 
Big Daddy of the time who is trying to buy starring 
roles for two lady friends, the washed-up Madame 
Goldentrill (Beatrice Kessler) and the young upstart 
Miss Silverpeal (Dorothy Byrne). Sduples has had 

Happy trails 

enough, but his assistant Mr. Bluff (David Bailey) has 
• noticed the big money involved, and wants to do the 

promotions. (Angel has even assigned a soldier to _ 
protect and serve each woman- they are Kerry 
Adams and Robert Bisset.) 

"Originally the impresario was Mozart himself," 
Moulfair said, "and the two women were actual 
singers of the day, people that the audience at that 
time could recognize. Of course this wouldn't work 
today, so I adapted the script. I rewrote the 
begillning, the end, and ... " Here his voice trailed off. 
Keeping Mozart's music ill what is "half-play, 
half-opera," Moulfair worked out what he called the 
"theater of show instead of tell." The original work 
had the impresario telling everyone his plans; 
Moulfair changed this to action, showing the audience 
the packing, the preparations for leavillg that led to 
the great scene where Scruples and his devoted maid 
Franzi (Pat Treon) come onstage dressed as a mobile 
image of Viennese "American Gothic." 

The music was provided by single piano; the 
singing was highlighted by the Dueling Banjos style 
when the two sopranos argued their respective merits 
in a vocal battle with Angel stuck in the middle. Most 
of all I enjoyed Kindervater as the hero trying to keep 
his sanity in the .midst of big-city greed and 

· manipulation, posturing· broadly and banging his desk 
in desp~ir. Afterwards, --however, he just wanted to 
talk about Mr. Scruple's mother Borax, whose 
likeness (suspiciously like a sweating Irish leprechaun) 
hung behind his desk, paillted by Schulz. "Her 
maiden name was Wigheiney," he told me, "and this 
is· conjecture, but her late husband Amos L. is 
rumored to have worked on the stage crew tonight." 

It is a temptation to merely say ''The Medium was 
well-done" and be finished with it, but this dramatic 
production is worth more than one glib line. A true 
opera, The Medium was first performed in 1946, and 
is entirely sung. The operas were sung in English, 
which helped sometimes but not always, and 
ultimately didn't matter. (Often when grown-ups sing 
you can't understand the words.) By this I mean that 
all of the words are not essential for comprehension 
of an opera- the music and expressive voices can 
convey the moods and determirle the action. 

The medium was Madame Baba (Emalee 
Thompson), "Budapest's finest medium," huge signs 
on each side of the stage read. ·"They were signs like 
those in the theater of Brecht," Moulfair said, 
smiling, "I like them- it at least gives the audience 
something to read." 

The signs also claimed that Baba gives salvation 
and assurance, valuable commodities people are 
willillg to pay for, and assisted by her daughter 
Monica (Kay Lorenz) and the mute boy Toby 
(Wetterhall) Baba creates seances for customers like 
the Gobilleaus (Gail Ransom and Joseph Sobel) 
whose young daughter has died, and Mrs. Nolan 

Madame Saba's daughter Monica (Kay Lorenz) appears 
in spirit form during The Medium's seance. 

photo by Adams 

(Elizabeth Billings). 
The seance was superb, created by lighting and 

special effects men J. Gordon Fenstermacher and Bob 
Rogers, complete with crystal ball, ghostly figures, a 
galaxy and a huge ouija board that came down from 
the ceiling. (I realized for the first time that ouija is 
"yes-yes" ill two languages.) A 12-piece orchestra was 
used for The Medium, and conductor Landis's arm 
added to the phantasm as its shadow flashed off the 
walls and ceiling in the darkened theater. Baba is 
toying with the supernatural, entering areas perhaps 
best left unexplored, and a hand closes around her 
throat. Is it real, or imagined, she wonders, and the 
second act is her struggle with herself, her emotions, 
and those who live with her. 

I was glad that The Impresario took me half-way 
into the unaccustomed world of opera before The 
Medium sometimes startled me (when people sang 
dialogue like "When did she die? Last year."), and 
pleased with the night at the opera. A. J. Moulfair 
overcame some ingrown attitudes (when he wanted 
lights and material to soar through the seance he was 
told, ''We don't fly things at the Harrisburg 
Community Theater." Was he a musical. Wright 
brother?), and with the help of Landis; Schulz, many 
unsung heroes and talented singers the Harrisburg 
Civic Opera has succeeded again with what the 
impresario in the first opera called that "ridiculous 
Italian disease that won't last." 

All that remains is a wider distribution of their 
talents. They have put much work into ~ the 
productiqn, and received only two chances to display· 
their skill. Clair Rona told me that only one HCO 
production has gone on tour ("The Old Maid and the 
Thief'). It is a sad waste of people and material, and 
hopefully the company can perform one, or both, of 
these operas again in the area. If not, don't forget 
them ab?ut this time next year. 

c ontinued from page 1 

experience the outdoors. You 
can't hear the birds of animals 
over the roar of your engine, 
you can't smell the clean air over 
the exhaust you're breathing, 
you cannot see the deer because 
you've frightened them away, 
etc. The snow mobile is a one 
dimensional sensory experience 
of speed. It has its place on a 
farm, perhaps, but not in the 
wilderness. 

Hiking is a multi-sensory 
communing with nature. It is 
difficult to describe the 
experience of drinking from a 
spring, eating wild carrots, or 
flushing out rare birds. 
Somehow it always ends up 
sounding like a greeting card. 
"Communing with nature" is 
just one of those topics, 
"Mother" is another one, that I 
leave to the rare poet , and to 
Hallmark, Inc. 

and wood fires for certain areas excepti9nal1egislator; most have with the philosophy of the bill, 
of the Appalachian Trail. The expressed support. and in fact recommends that 
White Mountaills are the highest "But they don't support the trails be added to the 
in the East, and therefore the nitt'y-gritty question of money," Appalachian Trail as the initial 

the brain working. I wrote the most popular. As a recreational Gekas said . "Since the component to the system. "We 
two best pages of my graduate pocket, they serve urban areas Governor's budget is inviolate, I would like to have the 
thesis on the trail from Sterret's from Montreal to New York. an going to try to get the Susquehannock Trail,• the Black 
Gap to Duncannon last summer. Environmentalists have long necessary appropriations from Forest Trail, and the Mid-State 
Neither snowmobiles or th.,;r noted the need for open space to the counter-budget the House Trail included," Osterling said. 
indoor equivalent--television--are serv e pockets of urban centers, Appropriations Committee is Gekas observed that the need 
condusive to conversation, but instead of the reverse. Gekas' bill writing. Failing that, I will take to pre~~erve America's wilderness 
hiking is. Discussions range from is a step in that direction. it to the floor of the House to was recognized long ago. ''When 
the very political, say the . On a round of speaking put an amendment in for the Thomas Jefferson was Secretary 
distribution of wealth, to the engagements, including a talk to needed one and a half million of State, he and John Adams 
very theoretical- the Big Bang the Sierra Club in Pittsburgh, the dollars," he added. went hiking on Indian trails in 
Theory of the Universe is one of Keystone Trails Association in Donald Osterling, deputy the Adirondacks to pick up 
my favorites. Wellsboro and an Earth Day secretary of Environmental botanical samples. At that time, 

And fantasies are rich. I have Celebration in Philadelphia, Resources, says if the funding he noted, 'If we don't start 
the same one on every trek: I see Gekas has encountered can be assured; "the bills have preserving our green areas, there 
myself sipping sherry before the overwhelm~ng enthusiasm for his our support.'' Environmental will be nothing for our 
fireplace with the one-eyed bills. Rep. Letterman is the Resources is in complete accord descendants to enjoy." 

0 ther experiences of 
backpacking are not difficult to 
discuss. Backpacking is hard 
labor--healthy for Americans, 
who are notoriously 
under-exercised. And I find 
laboring under a backpack gets 

Hathaway man. =--....-...... -..~.;.;,;,.;.;.;.;,;;;;,;....,;;;;....;,;,;;;~inf-. _o_r_m_a_t-io-n--o'!""r -w-h&.e-th_e_r_C_B_S __ s_o_li-ct--te_d_c_o_m_m_u_m .. 't.;;y_r_e-ac-t-io-n-to 

I used to be ashamed of this, c B s 'Stt"cks and Bones'. On the one would ever broadcast 'Sticks and 
until I learned that Colin hand , WHP-TV made an Bones', but added he may find 

· Fletcher gets nostalgic about k attempt·, on the other hand it out at a networ meeting in Los 
cruising a parking lot for an A 1 . d M wasn't much of an attempt. nge es m mi - ay. As to 
empty space. It is normal to get c o ntinued fro m p ag e 3 h h WHP I Exactly why CBS handled it 
d b k t th ·t · f t the opposite. w et er -TV wou d carry 

rawn ac o e ct y ; m ac , 'Sticks and Bones' in the event the way it did remains an open 
it is probably one of the positive Joe Higgins claims that no CBS d"d b d H question. Affiliate . pressure on 

· t f h"ki Pl ~ th specific vote was taken, though 1 roa cast it, iggins porn s o I ng. . ans. or e would only say that he was the network? Administration 
first hour usually include a trip opinions were solicited, and that 'going to cross that bridge when pressure on the affiliates? Or has 
to McDonalds and a shower, and after talking with the group, he 1 get the information.' Nixon, remembering 1962, 
then it gets more decadent. notified CBS that the persons So, all you citizens out there succeeded in creating a 1973 

Hiking takes its toll on the talked to generally agreed with in Harrisburg TV land, that's the climate in which the media are 
environment. The White the network' s decision to true story on why you saw 'The afraid to kick either him or the 
Mountain National Forest has postpone. He didn :t know C , ·n a t 1· ·0 n a 1 m y t h s incinnati Kid last March 9th 
had to ban overnight camping exactly how CBS would use the and how your local CBS affiliate around ? 
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M~Jwn~~~ 
Crime pays, 

By Dick Sassaman 

especially 
Two first-rate films have been in the area for the 

past few weeks, Sleuth and The Godfather. 
Unfortunately, just as we really got around to 
noticing them they left town this week, but let us not 
forget that both were here, strengthening Harrisburg's 
film heritage. Despite their obvious differences 
(Sleuth filmed with a small cast in England; The 
Godfather with a large cast in America and Sicily), 
it's not ·too difficult to force some similarities 
between the two. 

a) Both films deal with crime and death, from the 
private vendetta of Sleuth to the corporate brutality 
of The Godfather. 

b) Both films featured two male stars, the old 
established man and the young upstart.. Laurence 
Olivier and Michael Caine filled these roles in Sleuth; 
Marlon Brando and Al Pacino were father and son in 
The Godfather. 

c) There was an elaborate ritual to life in both 
movies: the social codes and honors of the 
Godfather's family, and the insistences of mystery 
writer Olivier that his crime be planned withjustthe 
right effects. 

at local theaters 

d) The place of women in both films was limited, 
to say the least. In Sleuth two men fight over the 
rights to a woman who is seen only as an oil painting 
or an old picture on the wall; in The Godfather men 
hold their war councils and women bustle about ~the 
kitchen. A woman in The Godfather is significant 
only at weddings or baptisms (both of which would 
be ridiculous without her), and from the son's wife in 
Sicily to the unknown woman machine gunned in bed
at the end, the only excitement in their lives comes 
from a violent death earned from association with a 
family figure. In the midst of their ~ealth is a curious 
omission, as a woman said who saw The Godfather, 
''They didn't need servants because they had 
women." 

ALL IN THE FAMILY: the Corleone's led by Don Vito ~n his daughter's wedding day. 
How the corporate American dream comes true for the good (?)guys. 

e) Both films were extremely well-acted. 

Sleuth opens with hints of the puzzling that will 
take place~ Michael ·Caine arrives at the mansion of 
detective story writer Olivier and finds him hidden at 
the middle of a hedge-trimmed labyrinth with no 
solution. Caine can hear Olivier behind the greenery 
but even that is fake- it is his voice on a tape 
recorder. 

Sleuth is the filmed version of the 1971 
Tony-award winning play by Anthony Shaffer (who 
also did the screenplay). The play has earned $9 
million in America in the last two years, and like 
another famous mystery play, Agatha Christie's The 
Mousetrap, Sleuth is most effective when you don't 
know the plot. The Mousetrap is now in its 21st year 
on the London stage (!),at the end the villain comes 
out after the curtain call and says, ''Would you please 
not tell your friends what went on here tonight. We 
are all, you understand, partners in crime." Here's 
what you'll get from me about Sleuth: 

The young man Caine wants to marry Olivier's 
wife. He has no money, which leads to talk of 
robberies, and it turns out that the old man has 
always wanted to mastermind his own perfect crime 
in real life. There is elaborate preparation, and people 
start getting shot to death (or strangied), and the 
police come around looking for answers. Or is this all 
a travesty of a mockery of a sham? Is any of it true? 

Olivier is in his 50th year of acting, having started 
at 15 as Katherine in The Taming of the Shrew. This 
is his first central movie role in seven years; he calls 
Sleuth "a masculine Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf, 
at the same time wittier and more sinister." 

Mauri<!e Micklewhite became Michael Caine after 
he saw Bogart in The Caine Mutiny. He is known 
primarily for his title role in Alfie, and the three 
movies made from Len Deighton spy novels, Funeral 
In Berlin, The Ipcress File and The Billion Dollar 
Brain. 

Both men are challenged by their central role.s in 
Olivier's bizarre country house crammed with ancient 
games like senat and nard, as. well as numerous 
non-human moving people: mechanical toys, 
skeletons, mannequins. Both use a fascinating variety 
of mannerisms, expressions and especially voices, 
acting out various roles planning for the big crime, 
and in its consequences. The film gives us a strong 
empathy between two skilled actors, a feeling that · 
makes Sleuth quite convincing. 

The. Godfather is based on Mario Puzo's 
best-selling novel; it is a long (three hour) saga of the 
ending of one era, and the dawn of another. Marlon 
Branda stars as Vito Corleone, 65-year old Cosa 
Nostra Don, an extremely soft-spoken man who 
controls a wide empire. Brando shows his strength 
from the beginning- his first words are spoken to a 
man ·who has gotten no sympathy from the police 
and has come to the Godfather.: "Why did you go to 
the police, why didn't you come to me first?" 

Two examples demonstrate the Don's Presidential 
majesty: first, at his daughter's wedding that opens 
the film. A Senator, some judges, send their regrets, a 
famous Hollywood crooner . shows up, and the 
wedding, especially the proud father's first dance 
with the new bride, could have been taken from the 
·life of Tricia Nixon rather than the Corleones. 

The second, in Sicily, shows how the children of 
powerful men are protected. Don Corleone's son 
Michael (Al Pacino) is walking with his fiance in the 
mountains, tailed by armed bodyguards. This scene 
was a country duplicate of a day a few years ago, 
when I was wandering about in Lafayette Park across 
from the White House. Tricia Nixon and Eddie Cox 
passed by me almost before I recognized them, and as 
I turned to look at them I was almost knocked over 
by the three large men following close behind. 

For Don Corleone and someone like Harry 
Truman (President at the start of the film in late 
1945) are examples of the American Dream come 
true, work hard, follow your own rules and become a 
leader of men. "I don't think- the film is about the 
Mafia at all," Brando told Newsweek, "I think it's 
about the corporate mind. In a way, the Mafia is the 
best exampie of capitalists we have." Whatever they 
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are, the Corleone family is incredibly efficient, as 
shown in scenes like the bartering with a movie 
producer who wakes to fmd his horse's head in bed 
with him. From their first offer to his satin sheets 
swimming with blood takes very little time. 

The producer was talked into giving a part to the 
Hollywood crooner, who told the Don, "if I had this 
part in the picture it would put me right back on 
top." This seems a fitting remark to make about 
Brando, who' now with The Godfather and his current 
ftlm, Last Tango in Paris, is indeed back on top. 
Author Mario Puzo, who collaborated on the 
screenplay with director Francis Coppola, had wanted 
Brando from the beginning,. and in his book The 
Godfather Papers he writes how his efforts to hire 
Marlon began when he read that Danny Thomas was 
interested in the role. 

Actually, the movie is about Michael, his 'father's 
favorite son, who evolves into the new Godfather 
entering an age of drug dealing and casinos in Las 
Vegas, ·but Brando (made old by Dick Smith, who 
turned Dustin Hoffman into a 120-year old in Little 
Big Man) is so perfectly the controller of his situation 
that he won this year's Academy Award in what was 
not the movie's major role. That did not demean his 
performance at all- his scenes at the wedding, at a 
meeting of the other family leaders, and especially in 
the garden at the end with his grandson, are expertly 
done. 

Everyone is good: Pacino making his 
transformation, James Caan as the hot tempered son 
Santino who controls the family for awhile but ends 
up gunned down (gunned apart, actually) at a toll 
booth, Robert Duvall as Tom, the adopted son who 
as the Corleone lawyer smoothly symbolizes legal 
rather than violent muscle. (Puzo's famous line from 
the book, "A lawyer with his briefcase can steal more 
than a thousand men with guns," was somehow left 
out of the movie.) 

My personal favorites were Richard Castelfano 
(Clemenza), a large family assassin full of good cheet, 
as when he discusses a murder handgun with Michael: 
"I left it noisy. That way it scares any pain in the ass 
innocent bystanders away."; and especially Al 
Lettieri (Sollozzo ), who I ftrst saw in The Getaway, 
and who is the fmest sinister actor I can remember. In 
this tale of knifing and garroting and generally bad 
manners he was superbly frightening. ' 

Sleuth and The Godfather enjoyed runs of five and 
three weeks at the Union Deposit Cinema 1 and the 
Trans-Lux Theaters respectively: (The Godfather was 
there five months last year, and returned after 
winning the Best Picture and Best Actor academy 
awards.) . Both theaters continue this week with 
big-name first run films: the Union Deposit I features 
Class of '44, a sequel to Summer of '42; and the 
Trans-Lux brings in Brother Sun, Sister Moon,-a story 
of St. Francis of Assisi, Franco Zeffirelli's first film 
since his famous Romeo and Juliet. 
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COLONIAL: Book of Numbers 
(R) 234·1786 

ELKS: Deliverance · (R) 
944-5941 

ERIC: Scorpio (PG) 
564-2100 

GALLERY: The World'J Greatest 
Athlete (G) 533·46.98 

HILL: Carry (), Camping (R) 
737-1971 

PAXTANG: Slaughterhouse Five 
(R) 564-7322 

SENATE: Little Miss Innocence 
& Man and Wife (bath X) 

232-1009 

STATE: Black Caesar (R) 
236-7941 

TRANS-LUX: B;other Sun, Sister 
Moan (PG) 652·0312 

UNION DEPOSIT CINEMAS: 
1) The Poseidon Adventure 
2) Class of '44 ' (both PG) 

564·4030 . 
WEST SHORE: Pete 'n' Tillie 

(PG) 234-2216 

DRIVE-INS 

SHORE: Deliverance & Little Fauss 
and Big Halsey (bath R) 774-0720 

SILVER SPRING: Jeremiah Johnson 
& Man in the Wilderness. (bath PG) 

766-0937 

Deliverance : 
Starr.ing Jon Voight and Burt 
Reynolds , Deliverance is an 
outdoor saga of danger and 
excitement filmed on a canoe 
trip through Georgia. All this
plus the Dueling Banjos. 

Jeremiah Johnson: Robert 
Redford continues on his road 
to manhood in this adventure 
film. He co-stars with the 
beautifully rugged Western 

Brother Sun, Sister Moon: is the 1st scenery. 
film from director Franco Zeffirelli 
since his excellent Romeo and 
Juliet. A story of St. Francis of 
Assisi, the movie stars Graham 
Faulkner and Judi Bowker, with 
noted actor Alec Guinness as 
Pope Innocent III. Music by Donovan. 

Pete 'n Tillie: Funny Walter 
Mathau and funnier Carol Bur
nett in a domestic comedy, 
Seventies style. 

Black Vio'ience Films: are 
arourid if you're interested: 

The Poseidon Adventure: might 
be in town until next year, so 

..-------------------------,many people are enjoying it. 

STAR: Ewa & The Orgy Machine 
(bath X) 232·6011 

HARRISBURG: Soylent Green & 
Skyjacked (bath PG) 545-6441 

KEYSTONE: Black Caesar and 
Slaughter (bath R) 564-3970 

PINE GROVE: The Seller & 
Permissive (bath X) 

UNITARIAN PLAYERS present 

Book of Numbers with · 
Raymond St. Jacques and 
Freda Payne; Fred Will
iamson as Black Caesar 
("he has come to bury 
you") and Jim Brown as 
Slaughter. STORm 

by AUGUST STRINDBERG 

. An adventure with huge stars 
like Gene Hackman, Ernest 
'B orgnine, Shelley Winters, 
Stella Stevens, etc . An ocean 
liner is overturned by a tidal 
wave, and the people want to 
get out. Will they? 

Man in the Wilderness: Rich· 
ard Harris stars in this true 
story about a man in a hunt· 
in~t parry who ~tets attacked 
by a Grizzly, and left to die 
by Indians who find him. The 

OUR FILM OF THE WEEK: 
for this week at least, is 
Slaughterhouse Five, 
based on Kurt Vonnegut 's fine 
novel. The story deals with 
Billy Pilgrim, who has become 
unstuck in time, and he soars 
,into the present, past and 
future with no apparent pattern. 
Billy witnesses his death, his 
birth, and his life to come. 011 
the planet of Traifamadore, 
where he lives with the movie 
actress Montana Wildhack. · 
Billy is a P.O.W. during the 
Allied ·firebombing of Dresden 
in World War II, and this is 
also a large part' of the film. 
In our November 10 issue last 
year we wrote, ''It is an ex
cellent film that should be 
seen without fail by ~nyone 
even remotely interested in 
the cinema, humanity, war, the 
space-time continuum, etc." 
That still goes. Starring . 
Michael Sacks. 

THE UNITARIAN CHURCH OF HARRISBURG 

on Eisenhower Blvd. (Behind Clover ~af Motet) 

Class of '44: includes Hermie, 
Oscy and Benjy, in case you 
enjoyed their summer of '42. 

film .is set QU..t west in the ~::;;:~~;:;:;::~~::X:~:::!:::::::::::::::::;;:::::::::::::::;;;;;:::·:•:}:;: 
l~O's. ~) 

APRIL 27th & 28th a·nd MAY 4th & Sth 

at 8:30P.M. 

Reservation: Call 545-8703 (or at the door) 

$2.00 per person 
Free Refreshments 

CAST: Sid Sandnes Anne Alsedek Richard Anliot 

Ann Landis Jack Gleeson and others 

DOUBLE 
FEATURE 
''LITTL! MISS 

INNOCENCE'' 
2ND HIT! "MAN AND WIFE" 

People need it ... 

in the year 

2022. 

THEATRE 1 
C.htP Hill SHOPPIHC .CfHT£•. 

]}NO \T. & TR IN0 l( RQ.,C AMII' Hill 

GREEN 

MGM Presents CHARLTON HESTON • LEIGH TAYLOR· YOUNG 

MOW SHOWING 
lrd & Market Downtown 

THE aACH HIIID DF THE IIIIIIIEIIIIDIIIIE 

A JOSEPH E. LEVINE 
o.nd BRUT presentation 

AVCO EMBASSY ,, ...... ,...., .. n Color 
FEATURI 12:25 4:tS 8:00 

TIMES 2:20 6:05 9:55 

AMOTION 
PICTURE 
THAT 
CELEBRt\TES 
THE TIMELESS 
JOY OF 
ORIGINAL 
INNOCEME 

~AI!AMOUNT PICTURES " " ' " ' A FilM & Y .. , 

fTai1CO zeFf'lreuJ HIS FIRST FILM SINCE "ROMEO & JUliET" 

.. BrOTHer SUO SISTer MOOfi" 
~ ~ TECHNICOtOR" PANAVISION" A PARAMOUNT PICTURE , :ft~ 

1 
Feature at 7:00 & 9:15 . l\..:0'3....=. 

~~ ~~~~!!,~ 
100 COLONIAL PARK PLA2A HARiliSBURG, PENNA 17109 

lmtm•i:t•lQ 
502 N. J'~ St reet, Horr•,burg , Po 

{ t'?c ros.s FroHr f he Capi lei) 

pho1"\e. 234-2513 

if IT'S ST i l l IN PR I NT 

WE' ll H ELP YOU G ET IT 

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME 

.................. 
~ ~ 

: ., How to be a better : 

~ lo.ver ... longer" ! 
~ iC 
~ Debbie Drake ~ 
~ $5.95 ~ 
~ ~ 
: Penn Book : 
~ iC 

: Shop ~ 
iC 28 South 3rd St.. -iC 
~ 23A-~400 .. ! 
·········'¥·~····~ 
1 s-1<}~ 1205 N. THIRD Sl. 

14J..£.,:PHONE 232·6011 
I ....... -"C••• O.olr II JO •• II JO 
~ l Sut~ Onl7 2 PM to 11 lO 

HIT I 

BWA 

need women! IN '-J'-''"'v.,.. 

X-
HIT 2 

-Tu·E. 

·oRGY 



THREE- Beck, Bogert 
and Appice/ Epic/ are the 
new supergroup formed 
finally. British guitarist Jeff 
Beck has wanted to join up 
with bassist Tim Bogert and 
drummer Carmine Appice 
(formerly together in the 
Vanilla Fudge and Cactus) 
for over three years, but 
things were stopped 
temporarily when Bee~ 
almost killed himself in an 
auto accident. The trio is 
now going strong with their 

Don't Miss These 2 Greats! ' " 

ROBERT REDFORD 

fa~!!I~W)D'ia 
· .Diinslln''a~~~ 

RICHART HARRIS 

"MAN IN THE 
WILDERNESS" 

SHOW STARTS AT 7 :15 

first album that includes 
numbers like Lady that 
jump at you from the start 
(with vocals sounding very 
much like the classic 
hardrock trio, Cream), as 
well as Livin' Alone and 
two versions of black 
classics, Stevie . Wonder's 
Superstition and Curtis 
Mayfield's I'm So Proud. 
The first is stomped on ~_ the 

PAX TAN<, 342~ERRY ST. 
FR~ PARKING 

• NOW PLAYING • 
WINNER 1972 CANNES 

FILM FESTIVAL 
JURY PRIZE AWARD 

SLAUGHTERHOUSE
FIVE 

SlAUGHTERHOUSE-FIVl, excellent screen 
adaptation of Kurt Vonnegut Jr.'s comically 
bitter novel. Unassumin~ American becomes 
"unstuck in time", and lives in past-present· 
future jumble, including war horrors and small· 
tow.n ennui, and happiness on ~nother planet 
Marvelously appropriate cast, superb screen· 
play, astute l!irectilJD ... "CUE" 

MOl: THRU THURS. 8 P.M. 
FRI. SAT. 7 & 9 SU12-7-9 

ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE PRESENTS: 

JOHN SEBASTIAN 
In Concert 

Monday, April 30, 1973, 8 :30p.m. 

• Th ,ompson Gymnasium 

Admis sion $3. 00 per person 

Tickets available at th e Music S cene, East Mall; 
Frankie's Mu s ic Shop in E lizabe thtown; or th e 
College Student Activ ities Office . 

BODIDDLEY 

MAIL ORDERS TO: 

Tickets a.t 

SPECIAL GUEST STARS 

Hershey Park Arena, 
Hershey, Pa. 17033 

10 AM ta 6 PM 

Make check payable Ia Hershey Park Arena. 
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope 
far ti eke! return. 

-Gimbel ' s , Shenk & Tittle, 'Sear's, & Hershey Drug Store. · 
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Rock and 

Roll by· 

the Numbers: 

spots and gentle in others. 
Over the Hills and Far 
Away seems a perfect 
Zeppelin song, starting out 
gently and all of a sudden 

anybody seen the bridge?" 
They discuss that for 
awhile, can't find a bridge, 
so the song abruptly stops. 

hitting you over the head FIVE-Silverhead/ MCA 
with the ensemble's arrival. Records/ Silverhead second is caressed; both are 

well-done. If Beck·, Bogert 
and Appice work together a 
bit more (the morale 
reputedly is excellent) and 
perhaps stretch out some 
material they could really 
be something. Even more 
than they are already. 

FOUR- Led Zeppelin/ 
Houses of the Holy/ 
Atlantic/ After their 
excellent first aibum I was 
rather losing touch with this 
British quartet ·led by 
guitarist Jimmy Page, but 
their recent song . Stairway 
to Heaven showed me that 
they weren~t lost 
completely. Houses of the 
Holy is their new album, 
tastefully done, exciting in 

Bassist John · Paul Jones appeared in Harrisburg not 
adds mellotron, piano and too long ago with Uriah 
synthesiser occasionally; Heap, a jammed concert at 
vocalist Robert Plant is fine the Farm Show. Their first 
except in the first song The album came out on 
Song Remains the Same, · Signpost, -disappeared, and 
whert he ruins the best is now on MCA Records. 
music on the album. The quintet was founded by 
Another of my favorite lead vocalist Michael Des 
moments - on the record Barres, a ·Marquis 'by 
comes at the end of the first inheritapce, who put an ad 
side in the song The Crunge, in the Melody Maker: 
when the band gets into a WANTED- Erotic Relaxed 
typical Zeppelin rut, Musicians, call between the 
playing the same riff over hours of 6 and 9." (That 's 
and over again while Plant what they tell me he did.) 
sings on. But this time Anyway, he got a lot of 
(unlike in days of old) . the replies to his ad, tested a lot 
band knows that they need of people, and now has his 
a g).litar break or something band, playing jeweled rock 
to get into the next chorus, and roll. They sound pretty 
and Plant asks, " Has good in high gear, especially , 

--~ · ··· •• ~ .• ~.<-··· .~, .. . ,-,~ , , .... .. . ... ,·~ •. .••. ; .... ·~:..,.,-.,: ., ....... .... · ,·.;,·.. . ..-.,~:: .. ,_ ' iii:',. on songs like Ace Supreme 
· ~.:::"!...::;.•;.~:"'· .. ~.,: ·~ . ....:.. ... ·:: .... .:.~:. · ·,: .. ..:t.Jo.: ."'~..tl.:.- . : ·~·.=::.J_~.-.:~:·~~~:•.:...:· -:-::., : ... ~~,~~:.~ ... ~ ... -=: --~!,. and Rock and Roll Band. 

) ) FOR 'J HE LA 'fFS'l IN R EC ORDS 1\.\/J 'I A f> l'\' ' .~J. 
~ ~· M 
·•.. '•1 
fJl .. . • JJ 

-Dick Sassaman 

• I ' .. • 

~~~: -~:'~ r.;:-;::;;;,;;ar;;;;~;;:;::-;:;;::::::1 
~m, MUSIC SCENE ·~: 
~~-)~~ ~ • 1'·, . l · 

· t·~ ... ·" ~ · 'W~ 
M . · ~ 
''l'' fi~· ., . atl;larrisburg'sEAST MALL '!l 

· .:) ' ' a.nd_ .. Ca!Pp Hill Shopping Center ~;-
- ~":':,.~_S•S-=~~:~:s~~:a7fc!~ :. ·~:··t:~~~~'='·::c;S~3:8::t~S!• ·-===' .. ~. ... ... ~.. ... • ..... - .... .... . ... .. ~ .. . .. ...... .............. ~... .. ... -~ .. • -~ 

ALL 698 SEHIES 
ST,EREO 8 & CASSETTE TAPES 
$4 .65EACH 3 FOR $13 .79 

4 CHANNEL (Q.UAD) TAPES FOR $5 .70 EACH 

MOTOROLA CAR STEREO 8 PLAYER .... . ... . . ; . $39.95 
SONY CASSETTE TAPE RECORDER ... .. . . ... . . $41.95 
C60 BLANK CASSETTE TAPES ..... . ... ... . 3 FOR $1.00 
STEREO 8 RECORDER DECK .. . ... . ..... ... .. ... $77.77 
80 MINUTE STEREO 8 BLANKS .. . . . . ...... 2 FOR $2.79 

. STEREO 8 PLAYER ATTACHMENT . ... ........ . . $29.95 
HOME STEREO 8 AM/FM MX- 3 PC • . . ..... . .. . . $79.95 
TURNTABLE WITH BASE & COVER .... . . .... .. . $29.95 
PIONEER 4 CHANNI:L CAR STEREO . . .. . .... . .. $99.95 
TENNA ROTOR WITH CONTROL .. . . ... . . .. . .. . $24.98 
EXTREME RANGE TV ANTENNA [2-13] .. . . ..... . $47.85 

· PANASONIC 9" [DIAGONAL] TV . . .. . ...... . . .. . $79.88 
DYNACQ A25 SPEAKER SYSTEM . . . ... . . . .. .. · $67.50 
$139.95 AM/FM MX RECEIVER .. . . . . .. . ... . .... $88.88 
LOW BAND 4 CHANNEL SCANNER . . .. . . . . ... . . $79.95 
AM/FM 4 CHANNEL STEREO 8 .. . ..... .. .. . , .$279.95 
JVC $39.95 AM/FM RADIO ........... . .... . .... $29.95 
RCA 2 PC STEREO AM/FM RADIO ..... . . .. . .. .. $59.95 
2 SET COUPLER FOR CABLE TV .. . . . . .... . .. ... . $5.95 
STEREO PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER . . .. ... .... $15.00 
TELEPHONE AMPLJFIEFt WI SPEAKER . . . ... .. .. $15.95 

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 

• RocK'!1!1 i> 

Legends I 
I SAT •• APR. 21 ·I 
I , 
llget to th e center of DiUsburg,! 
then follo w th e ·sounds o'l 

. tllltMIMIIIIIHIIIIIHIIIIHttllllll"lllltllt ............... ""'"".......J 

Jenn s 

Lou Reed 
Darling Jeffries 

Lizard 
Saturday , May 19th- 7:30 

The Forum - Hbg. P a. 

$5.00 Advance - $6 , 00 At Door 

On Sale at: Shenk & Tittle, Music 
Scene, Music Fair, Sight & Sound, 
Israel's -Carlisle, Pa. 

Mail Orders: Check ar money orders 
payable Ia 'Lu.o Reed Concert,' 
Suite 914, 1411 Wafnut Street, Phil 
Pa. 19102 

ar-••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••••••• .. •• ............... ~··• .. ••••s 
! Are you free during lunch? . ! 
• • : : • Wednesday Noon Services 12:10- 12:30 • 

• • : Resuming this Wednesday, April 25 : 

• • • • I Pastor Fries - Preaching Yvonne Gaddes - Soloist : 

• • • • : CAFETERIA OPEN II :30 to I O'CLOCK : 

• • : FRIDAY ORGAN CONCERTS- 12.15 to 12:45 : 

• • • • ! Messiah Lutheran Church ! • • 
: F~rster Street at Com111onwealth Avenue : 
I. On the Edge of Capitol Park I ................................................................. 
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What to do and where to do it 
FRIDAY, APRIL 20 

MOVIES BT: "Dodge City" with 
Errol Flynn, Olivia DeHavilland 
11 p.m. Channel 33 also Mon. 
10:30 p.m. 

PUBLIC AUCTION: At Dutch 
Village, 6:30 p.m. Sell or buy. 
2 miles south of Hummelstown 
off Rt. 322 at Middletown-Hum· 
melstyoen exit. 
melstown exit. 

FREE HEALTH CLINIC: VD det· 
ection & treatment, pregnancy 
testing, emergency treatment, 
etc. 1021 N. 3rd St. Call 236-
3531 for a ride. Tell em Cathy 
sentcha. 

CHORAL CONCERT: 7:30 pm 
Trinity Lutheran Church, 2000 
Chestnut St. "The Seven Words of 
Oirist on the Cross" by Heinrich 
Schvetz and "~tabat Mater" by 
fuulenc. 

FREE MOVIE: 8 pm today and 
to morrow, Dickinson College, 
Carlisle, ATs Auditorium, "Derby." 

SATURDAY, ~ PRIL 21 

FREE VINTAGE . MOVIE: 2 pm 
today, "Duck Soup" with the Marx 
Brothers, all four of them. Also the 
last installment in the Perils of 
Pauline. No show tomorrow. Wm. 
Penn Museum, Harrisburg 

METROPOLITAN OPERA: 
"Lucia Di Lammermoor" by 
Donizetti. Live, WITF-FM at 2 pm 

BLUEGRASS: The Lewis Family 
and The Burkhart Family at the 
Shindig in tlte B:u. Clsoing show of. 
the season. Off the intersection of 
Routes 30 and 89B in Lancaster, 8 
pm. $2.50 adults, $1 6-12, under 12 
free. 

CONGRATULATIONS DUANE: for 
surv i ving the Boston Marathon 

-the H. I. P. staff 

FREE: Well used sofa-bed, needs 
re-upho lstering. Put a couple pi I l
aws an it & you'll ·be ,all set! You 
haul it. Call : 761-0934 

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR: Buy re
turnables and return them! 

TRASH HAULING: An~thing, furn
iture, appliances, ashes, yard trash 
etc. Phone Jim: 232-3829 after 
4:00pm. Out-of-town by appoint-

ant. 

FREE YOUNG DOGS: 6 nine mo. old 
dogs, mixed collie & shepherd. Very 
calm temperment. Save them from eu

~hanasia! Call: 938-3471 

INFORMATION: For alcohol and drug 
abuse information, pamphlets, films, 
training programs, speakers, and re
ferral, call TRI-AD at 232-6012. 

CHARLOTTE: HURRY UP PLEASE 
ITS TIME Stop fooling around-
turn out the white and go to web. 

-MOTHER 

FOR SALE: 9 month old Ross Euro
tour 3 speed bicycle. Nice shape. B 
Brakes need slight adjustment. Light, 
carrier rack. $50. Call 938-6108 be
tween 5 & 10 pm. 

WANT TO SWING? Meet people, have 
groovy time. We have someone for 

everyone: Straight, Bi, Goy, Singles, 
Couples, Men, Women . Personal in
troductions. Send self-addressed 
stamped envelope to PAM Un, Box 8, 
D~ver, Po. 17315 

TIRES: like new. 1 Semperit 155 x 
15" radial. 1 Firestone 155 x 15" 
radial . 2 Bridgestone 5.50 x 12" 
(snows) . Phone 233-6972, Steve. 

FAN CLUB: Anyone interested in 
-forming Werner Lampe Fan Club, 
honoring the great Olympic swimmer, 
please write to : Rufus, 2 Capri Dr., 
Roslyn, N. Y. 11576 

EASTER EGG HUNT: sponsored 
by the Harrisburg Recreation Bureau, 
I pm at Reservoir Park for children 
1-14 years old. 

I 

SUNDAY, APR It 22 

HAPPY EASTER! 

TliE MESSIAH: at 5 pin on 
channel33 

MODERN JAZZ: the best and 
brightest in modern jazz hosted by 
Dan Howard. Every Sunday, 
9-midnight, WTPA-FM 104.1 

THE COPERNICAN CENTURY: 
April 22-26- a special exhibit and 
symposium will be presented at the 
SmithsOnian Institution, Museum of 
History and Technology 
commemorating the SOOth 
anniversary of the birth of Nicholas 
Copernicus. April 24 at IO am in 
Baird Auditorium will be a lecture on 
"Copernicus as a humanist," by 
Jacob Bronowski. April 25 also at 10 
am a public forum on Innovation in 
Technology is scheduled. 

MONDAY, APRIL 23 

RAILROAD EXHIBITION: now . 
open at the Wm. Penn Museum. 9 am 
to 5 pm daily, Sun. 1-5 pm. These 
materials will be going to Strasburg 
to an all Railroading museum now 
being built. 

MYSHKIN: WNET Opera Theater 
8 pm channel 33 based on 
Dostoevski's 'The Idiot', music by 
John Eaton. 

FLOOD CONTROL: a public 
meeting held by the Ai:my Corps of 
Engineers at 7:30pm at John Harris 
ILS., 25th and Market St. 

FREE HEALTH CLINIC: 1021 N. 
3rd St. 6:30-9 pm. 

WATERCOLORS: by Ed Leuker, 
on exhibit at the Commonwealth 
National Bank, Market Square, Hbg. 

TUESDAY, APRIL 14 

BLACK DIALECT AND 
ENGLISH INSTRUCTION: the 
subject of a talk to be presented by 
Dr. Orlando Taylor, director of the 
Institute of Urban Language 
Research at Federal City College, 
Wash. D.C., at HACC in South Hall, 
room 120 at 3 pm and room 214 at 
6:30pm. 

CHOIR CONCERT: by the choir 
of the College of William and Mary, 8 
pm at Market Square Presbyterian 
Church, Hbg. Free. 

NATIONAL YWCA WEEK: 
begins today thru April 30. The 
Annual dinner will be held at 6:30 
pm at the YWCA at 4th and Walnut. 
For 'more info, or reservations, call 
236-2741. 

FREE HEALTH CLINIC: 1021 N. 
3rd St. 6:30-9 pm. 

FREE RUSSIAN MOVIE: "Siege 
of Leningrad" 3:30 and 7:30 pm 
Visual Aids Auditorium, Bucknell 

_Univ., LeWisburg. 

()F 
m 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 25 

CONTEMPORARY CRAFT 
SHOW: at the Wm. Penn Museum 
thru May 13 · 

FREE GERMAN PLAY: 
--'Budenbrooks,' Part II, Bowen 
Auditorium, 7:30 pm, Gettysburg 
College. 

LYSISTRATA: will be presented 
April 25-28 at Shippensburg State 
College at 8:30 pm. Admission $1. 
For more information call (717) 
532-9121 ext. 368. 

"THE YWCA, an Agent for Social 
Change": topic at the luncheon of 
the 12:20· Club at the YWCA, 4th 
and Walnut St. For reservations 
236-2741. 

THURSDAY, APRIL 26 
HBG. FOREIGN POLICY 

ASSOCIATION: monthly meeting at 
Schindler's Restaurant in Camp Hill 
Ross Munro, Washington 
Correspondent of the Toronto Globe 
and Mail, will speak on Canada's Role 
in the World Today." His address, 
free and open to the public, will 
begin. at 8 pm. A dinner is at 6:45 
pm, reservations may be made by 
calling 545-1476 by April23. 

APPALACHIAN AUDUBO~ 
SOCIETY: meeting 8 pm at Christ 
Presbyterian Church, Deerfield Rd., 
Alle.ndale. A showing of 
environmental and natural history 
slides open to all 

FREE THEATER: 'A New Play' 
at Gettysburg College Student Union, 
8 pm. April26-28. 

WOMEN'S RIGHTS: formal 
opening of the Hbg. Women's Center 
at 4th and Walnut Sts. At 8 pm a 
play We've Only Just Begun will be 
presented. There will be a display of . 
arts and letters of local women. 

LONDONDERRY SCHOOL: 
Open House, 7:30 pm, a state 
licensed alternative primary school at 
the Unitarian Church, Eisenhower 
B!vd. 

FRIDAY, APRIL 27 

FREE MOVIE: 8 pm today and 
tomorrow Klute at Dickinson 
College, ATS Auditorium. 

CONCERT: Ali Akbar Khan, 
sarod, and John Handy, saxophone 
8:30 pm, Schwab Auditorium, Penn 
State University, University Park. 
Tickets $2.50, for more information 
call (814) 865-1871. 

'GODSPELL': at the Hershey 
Community Theater, April 26-28 
8:30pm. Sat. mat. 2:30pm; 

' PIANO CONCERT: Terrence 
Judd, 8:30 pm in Hensel Hall, F&M 
College, Lancaster. 

PUBLIC AUCTION: at Dutch 
Village, 6:30 pm 2 miles south of 
Hummelstown off Rt. 322 at 
Middletown Hummelstown exit Sell 
or buy! 

AUCTION: 6th Annual Hershey 
Rotary Fa·ir and Auction begins at 
6: 30 pm at the Hershey Stadium. 
Also tomorrow 10 am to 6 pm. Items 
mar, be donated to the auction by 
leav!R8 them at the Stadium 6-9 pm 
Apnl 18-20 and 23-25. Majority of 
proceeds will go to the Hershey 
Volunteer Fire Co. 

'STORM': by Strindberg, 
presented by the Unitarian Players, 
April 27, 28, and May 4 & 5 8:30 
pm. Admission $2, for more 
information 545-8703. 

FREE HEALTH CLlNIC: VD 
OLIVER TWIST: 8 pm channel detection and treatment, pregnancy 

33 1947 British film classic- the first testing, emergency treatment, etc. 
uncut showing on TV. Also Saturday 1021 N. 3rd St., Call 236-3531 for a 
at 8 pm. ~ ride. 6:30-9 pm 

BLACK ORPHEUS: at Hensel 
Hall, Franklin and Marshall College, 
Lancaster 8:30pm. 

FREE HEALTH CLINIC: 1021 N. 
3rd St. 6:30-9 pm. 

FRIDAY NIGHT AT THE 
MOVIES: Cool Hand Luke at HACC 
8pm. 

HIP CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS 
WANTED: 101 and/ or 102 used 
chemistry labs. used at HACC. 
Will pay $10 for both . Place reply 
in HIP classifieds . 

WANTE-D: Any type of poperbotk, 
hardback, pulp magazine, or comic 
book -old or new. Call be.tween 5 & 
10 pm at 938-6108. MIKE 

CHEAP CAMERA: Yashica-Mat 
125 (with meter), like new, with 
10 filters, 2 close-up attachments, 
aski'ng $120. Call John, 232-6794, 
leave message. 

YIP PIE! Get a free trial subscription 
to 'Sunfighter' ~ the Pa . Youth In
ternational Party News Service, 2101 
Upland Way, Philo., Po. 19131 

FOR SALE: A drum set, a guitar & 
TV set. Cheap. Good deal. Call : 
234- 9241 ask for Wesley. 

CONSUMERS AGAINST RISING 
PRICES: Bus trip to Wash., D. C. to 
meet Congressman Schneebel i, 11 am 
Capitol steps to present petitions. 
For more info call Beth Fine:545-9963 

FOR SALE: 1970 VW bus. 1 owner, 
new tires , recond . engine - reason
able mileage, gas heater, oversize 
sump. Phone: 766-5705 

PREGNANT: and distressed? Birth
ri gnt can help you. Phone: 236-1661 

' EARTH: LOVE IT OR LEAVE rr ': . 
Longlasting vinyl bumper stickers 50~ 
each or 3/ $1. Ecology flog decals 25~ 
Ecology Action, P.O. Box 2003, Bolt

HELP US: Family of 7 need 
donated furniture. We work for a 
living. Will haul a~ay. Will not take 
more than we need. Call · we wi II 
tell you of our need. Call: 233-830 7 

DEAR BUTCH: I couldn't forget you . 
Who else would I have shared one of 
my pancakes with Lov.e, AP Rl L. 

HELP WANTED: Invest just a few 
hours a week and reap a fortune in 

satisfaction The Mental Patients' 
Rights Group (see HIP, Mar. 23) 
volunteers to distribute and explain 
the Patients' Rights Manual, and to 
investigate reported violation. Call 
Lindo Corson at 233-3072, days. 

BARGAIN: in a GE stereo - 4 
speakers inside, turntable, AM-FM 

RUFUS: We apologize for the mistake. radio . Cheap $120. 761-0934 
I knew that your hero is no eel. 

-Dr. Peter La Motte 

HOUSE FOR RENT: For over 21 

WANTED: Guitarist would like to 
ploy with any local rhythmn & blues 
band. Call Andy at 233-4188 

person(s) to share rent of 7 room FRIENDS: Those people who come.-
house. On Main Street in Camp- and who or~ ~i th you, even before you 
bell Town. Cal 838-3142 after 6 or know. you need them. Thanks so much ; more, Md. 21203 

r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o~n~w~e~e~k~e~n~d~c~~~~~~~~~~~all ~e ~a~iful people who helped 
me thro gh lost week. - Barb 

Pl\BB CLlSSiftBDS Hh Mom, Dod, Ellen, Barry & Mary! 
Sorry I can't look for baskets with 
you. Early congrats, Ellen; thanks 
for leaving the .HIP, Beth. Love from 
Mis .souri. 

MAIL TO: 
HARRISBURG INDEPENDENT PRESS 
I 004 North Third Street 
Harrisburg, Pa. 17102 

i.:XPAND YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC 
HORIZONS! For only $70 you can 
own a 28mm - f 3. 5 Rokkor Sg . 
Lens -preset. A gem at a steal. 
Call 234-6526 after 5 pm. 

HOUSE TO SHARE: preferably with 
a worl<ing girl. Private bedroom, 
comprete use of house, which is 
located in Susquehanna Twp. Call: 
233-4425 after 9:00 pm 

GUITAR ARMY: Send $4 to Pa . YIP 
c l o Larry Fillipone, 2101 Upland Way, 
P hila., Po . 1913 1, for a copy of Rain
bow People's Party Chairman, John 
Sinclair's, collected steet & prison 
w riling . Act Now & get free copy of 
' The Earth Belongs to the People. ' 

NEEDED: by flood voctims, house
hold furniture. Must move to larger 
living quarters, living in a trailer 
at present. Call: 233-8307 . · 

LOSE SOMEONE? I found a pretty 
lady (cat) - multi-colored pastel -
on the 1100 block of 2nd St. Co II 
Dane2J2-5370, 1117N 2nd, Hbg. 

TUTOR: experienced in high school 
subjects, particularly French & 
Spanish, is seeking tutees . Call 
Rick 533-2143 after 6, or write 
1640 E. Chocolate Ave ., Hershey 

FOR SALE: Size 5 women's clothes . 
Used, excellent condition, cheap . 
Call 564-8062 after 5 p m. 

WAR IS NOT HEAL'rHY: for 
children and other living things . 
Agree? Write: Another Mother for 
Peace, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210 ~ 

FOR SALE: Assorted auto & motor
eye! e magazines, Good coli ection 
of Road & Track bock to 1962 . The 
lot: $20. Call: 234-6526 . 

ENTERTAINERS AND MUSICIANS: 
wonted . Phone 238-9637 

ECONOMY HOME IMPROVEMENTS: 
14 North 17th St . , Hbg . Complete 
home repairs -roofing, spouting, 

free estimates. 236-3211 

WANTED: Lead guitarist and/ or 
keyboard man. Desire and good 
equipment a must. Call :545-1325 

FOR SALE: Highboy set $60 . Serta
ortho box spring and mattress, excel! . 
cond. , $15. Shaw piano, upright, fine 
tone $150. B& W TV 18 in. $30. 2 end 
tables $12. Antique French Rocking 
chair, $35 . Norge Refri g-freezer del ox 
$90. Tiffany setting diamond engage -
ment & wedding ring set $130. Call: 
John Stauffer 566-3614. 

MOVEMENT ORGANIZATIONS: A 
mailing list,· arranged on a · region 
basis, has been compiled by the 
Central Committee of Correspondence. 
The list includes 1500 groups in the 
U.S. and Canada. Available for $1 or 
$3 on gummed lables . Write : C. C. C., 
310 N, 33rd St., Philo . , Pa . 19104 

This offer of free classifieds can
not extend to commercial enter

rises. 
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